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ABSTRACT 
The driven coupled mode equations are derived for a two fluid, unequal tem

perature ( T
e
> : >Tj) plasma in the one-dimensional, electrostatic model and applied to 

the coupling of electron plasma waves. We assume that the electron to ion mass ratios 
e / H 1 « 1 and ij, k x D e < ' w n e r e \ 0 's t n e P u mP wave's power normalized to the 

plasma thermal energy, k the mode wave number and x n the electron Detye length. 
Terms up to quadratic in pump power are retained. These equations describe the lin
ear plasma modes oscillating at the wave number k and at <a. , the Bohn Gross fre
quency, and at Q,., the ion acoustic frequency, subject to the damping rates v , and 

K ek 
v-|̂  for electrons and ions and their interactions due to intense high frequency waves 
E ^ . n is the background density.n^ the fluctuating ion density, w the plasma 
frequency. 

(;7"«i*--!)1.'- ~£ I'v *,. 
and 

n = 2* k'F̂ " F* 
nik 4„M. i' < k' k"k 

Ignoring the nonlinear terms, these equations describe parametric instabilities which 
are of interest to laser plasma fusion studies. The instability analysis is extend
ed to allow a finite wavelength pump field. When a finite wave number electron plas
ma wave acts as the pump a reduction of the threshold pump power necessary for on^ 
set of the instability can occur. The dispersion of electron plasma waves allows 



the resonance conditions to be met. We derive the w.ive number and pump power r.imje 
of this threhold reduction. Asymmetry of the unstable modes also results. In 
addition a one dimensional eloctrostiitic plasma simulation code was used to study 
the nonlinearities of the coupled mode epilations. The results of the simulations 
of finite amplitude electron plasma waves demonstrate the dominance of a two step, 
non resonant direct driving mechanism. Those simulations ire explained using the 
coupled mode equations one at a time. First, the standing finite amplitude elec
tron plasma modes directly drive standing ion acoustic waves at half each electron 
mode wavelength. Then the electron modes couple with the ion waves to drive other 
electron plasma waves directly. This process very ilpidly results in a turbulent 
spectrum of electron modes. It is much more rapid than the resonant processes 
such as the parametric instabilities for electron plasma waves with wave numbers 
kxn >0.03 assuming that the pump wave amplitude is two orders of magnitude or more 
above background and that the fastest growing mode has kx_ < 0.15. Since electron 
modes with wave numbers typically kx.^0.1 are driven unstable in the parametric 
decay of electromagnetic-waves, this two step process can be important for trans
fer of energy among electron plasma waves. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 

The use of controlled thermonuclear fusion as a power source has been the pri
mary goal of plasma physics for the last twenty-five years. The problem of confin
ing a hot gas of charged particles for times long enough so that the thermonuclear 
reactions which occur produce more ene-gy than was consumed in initiating them 

( break even power) has been found to be an extremely difficult problem. At each 
stage of investigation, plasmas demonstrate more and more complex phenomena, in
hibiting well-planned confinement schemes. (Plasmas always seem to exhibit pro
perties which are quite the antithesis of the property for which they were naued. 
The root plasma means "to mold". In 1929 Langmuir proposed the name "plasma" for 
the positive column of a gas discharge based on its behavior of molding itself to 
the shape of the containing vessel. ) In particular, these hot gases generally 
exhibit instabilities of one form or another. The instabilities which are char
acterized, in the linear analysis, by the exponential growth of plasma parameters 
such as densities, velocities, currents, or fields lead to the destruction of the 
confined plasna and to energy losses making the thermonuclear reactions no longer 
possible. In considering just the temperature differences necessary to achieve 
fusion, it seems natural that particles hotter than their surroundings by a fac
tor of M O ir more should exhibit properties which are orders of magnitude more 
complex. The presence of an electrical charge on the particles introduces addition
al phenomena compounding still further complexities of plasma behavior. It is 
inevitable, therefore, that instabilities which are essentially the amplification 
of random background noise due to the rapid transfer of energy from another source 
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are an inescapable tendency of confined pin was. A practical energy producing sys
tem based on thermonuclear reactions in plasmas must recognise this tendency. It 
should be rooted in a thorough understanding of the plasma's natural tendencies. 
Many fusion schemes are based on the suppressior of instabilities. Others plan 
on making use of these (plasma instabilities). Laser plasma fusion is of the 
latter type. 

Laser plasma fusion proposes to obtain fusion power from solid targets irra
diated by very powerful pulsed lasers on such fast time scales (10's to 100's of 
" pico seconds) that the plasma will just not have time to displace significantly 
destroying the confinement before fusion occurs. This is called inertial con
finement. The plasma instabilities, which do occur on these fast time scales, 
are being studied as a means of heating plasmas. (This process is referred to 
as "anomalous heating".) The targets must be compressed by tremendous amounts 
to densities of 10 particles/cc to satisfy break even fusion conditions (Law-
son Criterion) in these time scales. 

The interaction of intense electromagnetic radiation with a plasma is a 
major topic of concern for laser plasma fusion schemes. This complex problsm 
is tractable in various limiting cases. A one dimensional electrostatic treat
ment models an important regime, namely the interaction of an electromagnetic 
wave with a plasma occurring in the plane of the £ vector before the particles 
have been accelerated to relativistic speeds. (See Figure I-I.) In the linear 
approximation (derived by assuming that the fluctuating amplitudes are small com
pared with their constant background values) plasmas are known to possess normal 
modes in the electrostatic approximation. If an electron is perturbed from its 
equilibrium position, it will oscillate about that position. The electrostatic 
forces due to charge separation act as the restoring force. The frequency of 
oscillation, often referred to as the Bohm-Gross frequency is given by 

(1.1) 

»ek2 V (1+3k%E2) 
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where u •= [ 4nn e /M 1 electron pl.isi.:a frequency -pe ? 3 ( « " v ' / H ^ 

{v(*V)]; electron Debye length 

and n , e, m , 8 , k are the plasma background density, electron charge, electron mass, 
electron temperature in electron volts where 8 =KT ,K= Boltzmann constant, T » electron 
temperature, and electron plasma wave number. The oscillation frequenc> of these elec
tron plasma waves is too high for the massive ions to respond. The ions are therefore 
assumed to be stationary and are treated as just as neutralizing background. 

When the electron temperature is significantly larger than the ion temperature, 
a plasma also exhibits normal modes with much lower frequencies called ion acoustic 
waves. The difference between the inertia of the ions and electrons gives rise to an 
electrostatic restoring force which drives these oscillations, The frequency n^ is given 
by 

2 /H. 
fit { w ) P^ "Z > D e 2 / ( 1 + k V ) (1.2) 

where H. - ion mass, k = wave number. 
A one-dimensional, unequal-temperature plasma therefore will resonantly oscillate at 
these noraml mode.;. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) describe the waves' dispersion and yield 
the relevant u> versus k curves often referred to as Brillouim diagrams. The evolution 
anj interaction of these waves in one-dimensional, electrostatic, uniform density, un
bounded plasma model is the subject of this thesis. 

In the next chapter these normal modes of the linear systera will be derived from 
the two species fluid equations. In addition, the nonlinearities up to products of small 
fluctuating quantities will be retained. These equations describe the linear modes 
and their coupl;ng due to the nonlinearities. In the spirit of this expansion at 
least uim field tern, usually called the pump, must be at high level for these non
linear pmcesses to be important. This is certainly the case for laser plasma fusion 
schemes in which laser light is focussei to very high intensities (hopefully up to 10 
watts/cm ). 
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In Chapter III the coupled mode equations will be treated in the resonant approx

imation assuming a high frequency pump wave. A dispersion relation for the resulting 

coupled waves is obtained. Tor an infinite wave length (k = k o=0) pump this re-
3 

duces to the dispersion relation obtained by Nishikawa for parametric plasmon-photon 
interaction. His solution is reviewed and the more general equation including the 
effects of a spatially inhomogeneous pump is solved by computer and analytically in 
various approximations. The results of computer root solver for the complex frequency 
solution corresponding to real wave numbers are presented. Laser-plasma parameters 
are used. These are compared and contrasted with the k Q=0 solution. The new effects 
due to the spatially non-uniform pump are threshold reduction for instability when 
electron plasma waves act as pump and asymmetric unstable wave numbers for the reson
ant instability. 

Chapter IV treats the nonlinear mode conversion of plasma waves driven unstable 
by the parametric instability for an infinite wavelength high frequency pump in the 
one dimensional, electrostatic, unequal temperature plasma model. This problem was 
the main impetus for the work on mode coupling. An understanding of the mechanism by 
which the unstable modes couple with each other and with the plasma particles is of 
great importance to plasma fusion schemes. For this reason the problem has been stud
ied in detail using a plasma simulation code and a simple theoretical treatment based 
on the model equations. In this investigation non-resonant direct driving processes 
were seen to dominate over the resonant processes for pump waves with k J 0 E :>0.03 
assuming the pump waves amplitude is a least two orders of magnitude above background 
and the fastest growing mode has kX0r<0.1G. This is the case for waves driven unstable 
by the parametric instabilities which suggests that the direct driving process ii an im
portant mechanism leading to the turbulent spectrum of plasma waves, resulting from para
metric instabilities. 

Finally, the Appendix gives a brief description of the one dimensional plasma simu-
ation code which was used to study thp mode coupling. Non-physical nonlinear mode 

coupling due to the quiet start initial phase space loading is dicussed. 
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Figure 1-1 

This schematic i l lus t ra tes a plane polorized electromagnetic wave 
I A 

incident form the l e f t with J j i 1 - C l i 1 t

= M y u P o n a vacuum plasma interface 

with plasma density, n(y), increasing l inear ly with y. 
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Chapter II 
The Coupled Mode Equations 

In this chapter coupled equations for a one dimensional electrostatic plasma 
in the presence of a high frequency external field are derived. These equations 
describe the linear oscillations, namely, electron plasma waves and ion acoustic 
waves, as well as the interaction among these modes. Here the nonlinearities only 
up to second order in fluctuating quantities are retained. The equations are de-

1 2 
rived using assumptions similar to Nishikawa and Thomson . The electric field 
energy for the external and self-consistent fields is assumed small compared with 

2 E 2 

the plasma thermal energy (i.e.n =. < 1). The frequency of the external field 
0 . r 4 . e2]l/2 

taken to be almost equal to the plasma frequency ("V^np = — °° ). The 
is 

two species fluid equations are necessary. They are 

(2.1) 

E -"oVo (2.2) 

where a denotes the species (either electrons or ions) (o= e or i). The Poisson 
equation relates the plasma's self field, E' , to the plasma densities: 

IF •4« v, < z - 3 > 
a 

where n, v, -y, e, M, e, v, E are the density, fluid velocity, gas constant, tem
perature, mass, charge, damping frequency and total field. It is assumed that the 
collision frequencies are constant, that the pressure gradient vP can be expressed 
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as a density gradient in the usual form 

fr =V„ ffl. (2.4) 
and that the ions are singly ionized. 

The variables are separated into their zero order spat ia l ly homogeneous cont r i 

butions (denoted by o) and the smaller f luctuat ing quantit ies due to wave motions in 

the plasma. Combining the par t ia l derivative with respect to time of equation (2.1) 

with the spatial gradient of equation (2.2) yields 
2 

i t * o at 
Y A aJa + e^ _»( E \ . _j£ ( 2V ( 2 5 ) 

For the electrons, each fluctuating quantity has a high frequency part (denoted by 
J [for Langmuir]) representing its response near the electron plasma frequency and 
a low frequency contribution (denoted by s [for sound]) corresponding to its response 
near the ion acoustic frequency. The ions restricted by their inertia can respond 
only on the slow time scale of the ion acoustic frequency. Equation (2.5) there
fore contains a high and low frequency electron equation and a low frequency ion equa
tion. We neglect the nonlinear terms in equation (2.5) which are higher than quad
ratic in the first order fluctuating quantities. To do this systematically a "small-
ness" parameter is used. The linearized equation of motion yields 

k v e k ^ k X D E w p e * E U p e 

where kX D En=E«l. e then is the small expansion parameter such that any terms of 
2 m e 

order E or higher will be ignored. Also jjp:<l; thus terms down by a mass ratio will 
also be ignored. Finally notice that a product of two high frequency terms does not 
contain a relevant high frequency contribution because it would oscillate at 2u which 
is nonresonant. 

The high frequency electron form of equation (2.5) yields the first coupled mode 
equation. This is derived using the high frequency Poisson equation and the fact that 
n s = n,+0(e). One obtains upon Fourier transforming in space that 
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j. v » J 2 \ „t _ 1ek v~» c" 
••2 + U e I t 4 L 1ek ) nek- m f 2 - r i* " ' 

or in terms of high frequency fields 

i? + e ft + uek J Ek " "n7 2 - "'V Ek-k' 

(2.6) 

(2.6') 

where w e k = U p e ( 1 + 3 | A D E ) 
4" n

0
e e 2 - ,2 - e V = "V" • ADe=,—T 

For the low frequency electron motion equation (2.5) up to order e yields: 

3 2 s 2 s 
nl + v ane - Ye ee a ne - e 3 « 2 "e e at M 0 axZ e H e »x 

3x' >M-1 
H' (2.7) 

The expression from the linearized equation of motion for v 

(2.8) 
can he used in equation (2.7). The low frequency ion equation again from equation 
(2.5) up to order e is 

s 2 a Yi 9i - 2n. 
at2 n i + v i unrir- n? - ° (2.9) 

If equation (2.9) is added to jp x equation (2.7) using n*- n. and ignoring terms 
3 down by a mass ratio, one finds 

3 ? ni + i T-t W. 3*?1 HT ¥X" ( ne E ) < 2- 1 0 ) 

K „ a 2 e n a 
Mi 3 ? ( « > .3E' Again using the high frequency Poisson equation -sr- = - 4"en and equation (2.8), equa

tion (2.10) becomes after Fourier transforming in space 
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1* 3- +
 Y e V V i _ . k Z ) n,u-

nz i st H. K 

, k " 4 - [ ( - k ) 5 E ^ l ? n ) 

^ • * E k'E*-E* ~k-fc'T2- " ck' Ek-k' 
k' 

By simply changing the arbitary index of sunmation from m 1 to m-m' one can derive the 
4 

following identity 

2 £ m'A.A ,=m Y, A .A , 
m . m m-m ft m m-m ( 2 ] 2 ) 

Using equation (2.12), equation (2.11) becomes the second coupled mode equation 

ft+ v , - » ! + n kj sf- = T % - E k 'CCk- (2- i3> 
where ^ = "? ̂  > ( J O 

assuming e »e. 
5 It is interesting to note that B. B. Kadomtsev derives a similar set of coupled mode 

equations for the interaction between Langmuir waves and ion sound waves. In evaluat
ing the low frequency coupling term, he linearizes the electric field force term in 
the electron equation of motion. His driving term is therefore different by a factor 
of 2, increasing the effective pur,) power. 
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Chapter III 

Parametric Excitation of Coupled Waves by Finite Wavelength Pump: Driven Plasmon*-
Phonon* Interaction 
A. Introduction 

Parametric excitation of coupled waves refers to the process in which two modes, 
which correspond to normal modes in the linear system, are amplified due to a third 
wave called the pump. The beat wave of the pump and one of the excited modes oscill
ates near the resonant frequency of the third mode and vice-versa. Thus the forced 
oscillations resonate with the natural oscillations leading to strong coupling among 
the waves and lo efficient energy conversion between the pump wave and the coupled 
waves. This has been shown to be a prevalent and important mechanism for nonlinear 

1 14 ? Q 
mode conversion. (References: Laser-plasma, * microwave plasma," stimulated 

3 4 5 
Raman , Brillouin scattering , and radio waves with the ionosphere . The coupled 
modes are driven as an instability in this manner when the pump exceeds some threshold 
value and when the phase matching conditions are (at least approximately) fulfilled. 
In this chapter the parametric coupling which occurs among the electrostatic modes of 
an unequal temperature (8 » 8 J ) plasma due to a high frequency I yo ]electromagnetic or 
electrostatic pump wave is studied. The wavelength of the pump field will not be as
sumed Infinite in the analysis as opposed to most previous treatments. The spatial 
non-uniformity of the pump wave Is shown to bring about a reduction in the electric 
field strength necessary for threshold of the Instability as well as a shifting in 
k and u space of the growing modes. 

This problem has direct applications to the understanding of 'aser-plasma inter-
*Thc word "plasmon" refers to an electron plasma wave or Langmuir wave. 
*The word "phonon" refers to an 1on acoustic wave. 
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actions. Parametric instabilitins which occur in the pl.inn.i ,it the "critical" •'•»r-

face at which the plasma frequency equals the frequency of the laser liyht have been 
used to explain the excitation of large internal self fields in a plasma irr.nlidl.ed 
by an intense electromagnetic wave. These fields in turn load to turbulent (some
times called anomalous) electron heating by particle trapping in the waves ' or 

Q 

by diffusion in velocity space due to the turbulent electric field spectrum. In the 
theoretical treatment of these laser plasma interactions one usually theorizes an in
finite wavelength oscillating electrostatic field (see figure 1-1) driving ion acous
tic and electron plasma wavjs unstable. Both simulation calculations and solutions 

o 
of the fluid equations including mode coupling terms have substantiated this theory. 
The electric field spectrum obtained in the solution to the fluid coupled mode equa
tions (derived in Chapter II) is shown in Figure 3-1. This figure is copied directly 

2 from reference 8. The line indicates the 1/k dependence. The evolution of this 
spectrum has been shown to be caused by plasma mode coupling. That is, the coupling 
of the external laser field as well as the internal plasma fields leads to the non
linear saturation obtained here. The energy of the ' ternal fields is seen to be of 
the same order of magnitude as the laser field. These fields could also exceed the 
critical pump power necessary for the threshold of the parametric instabilities and 
cause exponentiation of other electron plasma waves and ion acoustic waves. Thus the 
analysis of the parametric instability which allows a finite wave number pump wave 
(i.e. k fo) is necessary. This analysis can also be applied to evaluate the effect 
of a spatially inhomogeneous pump wave due to a finite spot size or to parametric 
coupling of the resonantly driven mode or any electric field varying in space along 
the longitudinal direction (cf. Reference 26). 

The first systematic study of parametric plasmon-photon interaction was done by 
Silin. He used an expansion in Bessel functions to solve the appropriate equations 
under the influence of a time oscillating electric field, assuming as a small quantity 
the electron to ion mass ratio. His results are valid only well above threshold as 
he ignored plasma damping. DuBois and Goldman included Landau damping in their 

http://irr.nlidl.ed
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analysis of this parametric process for weak pump f i e l d intensi t ies. Lee ind Su 

12 

obtained similar- rnsults with a f l u i d model. Jackson obtained a general formula

t ion of this s i tuat ion using a Vlasov model which allowed for arbi t rary pump power 

and wavenumber. Nishikaw5 , J treated the general problem of the parametric exci tat ion 

of coupjtd waves obtaining general results for any system satisfying h i j model equa

t ions. He then applied these results to a parametric plasmon-photon* 

deriving a set of coupled mode equations in the form of his model equations from the 

two species f l u i d equations l inearized with respect to the pump power, Nishikawa's 

results included simple, useful , and physically i n t r i t i v e expressions for the pump 

power necessary for thr.-si.old of the i ns tab i l i t y called "thresholds", the posit ive 

imaginary frequency solutions called "growth ra tes ' , and their corresponding real f re 

quencies in various l im i t ing cases, in addition he was the f i r s t to recognize the ex

istence of a purely growing unstable mode (commonly called the osc i l la t ing two stream 

ins tab i l i t y [OTSI]. Because of the straight-forward approach and the useful results 
13 

of Nishikawa's analysis , we have chosen to treat the problem of including the pump 
waves' spatial inhoinogeneities in the instability analysis in a similar way. 

13 The general normal mode form which Nishikawa used as a model clearly relates 
this parametric pre ess to the parametric processes which have been studied by elec
trical engineers, • • These references treated the coupling in the linear approx
imation. Only a finite number'of coupling frequencies were allowed. The usefulness 
of viewing this coupled mode process in terms of the linear dispersion relation as the 
elsctrical engineers do is re-emphasized in a recent paper by Cassedy . In this 
paper Cassedy finds the unstable roots by expanding about the possible unstable (i.e. 
backward wave parametric interactions ) interactions of the uncoupled dispersion curves. 
He also applies the saddle point or equivalently the merging pole criteria to in
vestigate the absolute stability of the plasmon-photon interaction. He therefore con
siders complex w=tve numbers as well as complex frequencies, whereas in the analysis 

1 3 
of this thesis as in Nishikawa's complex frequencies are obtained for real wave num
bers only. 

* The word "photon" refers to a light wave. 
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The assumption of an infinite wave length (kQ=0) pump wave was not made in .),ick-
12 11 

son's paper . However no explicit results were obtained. Lee and Su considered 

the finite wavelength longitudinal pump only to demonstrate that it was equivalent 

to a spatially homogeneous driver in the limit k 0>0. Then explicit results were ob-
20 tained for k =0. Ott obtained the dielectric function including the effect of a 

finite wavelength pump. He recommended further, investigation of this situation, 

particularly on the decay type (PD) instability with large frequency shifts. Nishi-
21 

kawa included the possiblity of a spatially inhomogeneous pump in his parametric in
stability review paper. He obtained a threshold suppression in the regime predicted 

20 
by Ott . Here we treat a different situation in which the damping is small compared 
with the ion acoustic frequency. This case generally applies to laser plasma inter
actions. We consider the effect of the spatial nonuniformity of the pump wave in de
tail solving the complete dispersion relation by computer and obtaining approximate 
analytical results in the interesting cases. 

In the next section the relevant dispersion equation for the coupled system is 
13 derived in a way analogous to Nishikawa's method. The known solutions in the k,y>0 

limit are reviewed. With these in mind the equation allowing a nonzero k is examined. 
We describe the uncoupled io vs. k graphs (Brilouin diagrams ) looking in parti

cular at their intersections. Important among these intersections are those occuring 
at the point of perfect phase matching when 

(o ^,+OJ, and (3.1) 

ko =V*2 
where u-, k. represent the frequency and wave number of the pump (j=0), low frequency 
(j=l) and (j=2) high frequency waves. Also we describe the effective coupling coeffi
cient and the damping coefficients of interest. 

In the third section the solution of the dispersion relation including the effects 
of a spatially nonuniform (kJO) pump field is examined. We present computer solutions 
of the complete equation. Analytical results are obtained for the important case in 
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which the pump is an electrostatic plasma wave. For this case si.jnificont threshold 

suppression is shown to occur for the unstable low frequency modes at wave numbers 

i_k [and simultaneously for electron modes at +/ k+k 

isfy 
due to pump waves k which sat-

>/2 (k-kpmJ< k 0 ^ p ^ 7 ~ h A <3-2> 
/ M e \ 1 / 2 

where knm*DE E 2 / ^ l M / ? perfect phase matching (satisfying eq. (3.1) 

for k "0 subject to the conditions k>k and the pump wave frequency m =u . , the Bohm 

Gross frequency. In the case with a finite wavelength dispersionless pump with fre

quency ID=constant ><u , the minimum thresholds and maximum growth rates shift in 

wave number space with k essentially as would be expected from the shifting of the 

wave number of perfect resonance. Or similarly, the shifting of the intersections 

of the uncoupled Brillouin diagram can be used. These were described in Section B. 

We obtain unstable electron waves with wave numbers larger than k c 0 = | |<|u = u I 

the wave number above which (in the k Q=0 case) this is stabilized. Thus the decay 

can proceed to electron waves at wave numbers is greater than the cut off wave number 

for the k =0 case. This type of pump wave is however, non physical for it is a dis

persionless electrostatic wave in a plasma. 

B. The Dispersion Equation 

In this section the coupled mode equations derived in Chapter II are used to 

obtain a dispersion relation for the parametric excitation of the coupled modes. An 

intense high frequency wave is assumed present. The dispersion relation obtained will 

be examined and the know results for k„=0 summarized. Finally the specific linear 

dispersion curves, damping coefficients, and effective coupling coefficient relevant 

to laser-plasma fusion are reviewed. 

1. Formulation of the Problem 

The coupled mode equations eqs. (2.6) and (2.13) describing the time evolution of 

high frequency electrostatic plasma oscillations and low frequency ion acoustic waves 
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result from the two species plasma hydrodynamic equations. These wore derived in 
Chapter II upon applying the following approximations. First, unequal temperatures 
[9 > > 9 1 ] as well as a large mass ratio I e »1I are assumed yielding the nor
mal modes eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) from the linearized fluid equations. These oscillate 
at quite different frequencies such that a two time scale expansion is valid. (The 

-1 -11 
slow time = (u ion acoustic) fast time = ( u ) .1 Finally an expansion in the fluc
tuating field amplitudes is made keeping terms up to second order. The small para-

7 2 E meter is E ; H k* ,,,- where n = -i—„—. pump DE pump 4nno 
In terms of the spatial Fourier amplitudes of the high frequency e lec t r i c f i e l ds , 

I t 
E. , and the low frequency ion density perturbations, n.. = n. (k) , the coupled mode 

equations eqs. (2.6 ' ) and (2.13) are: 

2 * „ » + Z\ * - 2 V " i ( k ' k l ) p* 
• ek at +"ek J Ek " " V S ~ S — E , , 

( iL + v 

(3.3) 

where 

[h+\Tt + « k j -F— =4^r ?- k V k ' E i 
x ' o k' 
"ek • V ( 1 + A E ) • » k * "2* DE" pe (Me/M.) 

as before and where n o, v

 a,: M are the species density, damping and mass for a - ion 
or electron. A strong high frequency wave is seen to bring about a coupling of these 
modes. 

We assume as in laser plasma interactions that the pump wave has frequency u % 

a and wave number k . Eqs. (3.3) are transformed in time. Then, following Nish-
13 ikawa's technique we assume u is a low frequency £ n ̂  = ion asoustic frequency. 

We include on the left hand sides of equations (3.3) only the resonant or near reson
ant terms li.e. L =n . and |u}u>0|;j; <u are resonant; I u-tnoj I ̂ n^ are not for n^ 2.) 
The equations can then be written as follows: 
+ For notational simplicity, I hope. 
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2 2 ) nj( u> k) _ k 
4 * M k "nk | —„ = 4̂ M7n": 

pump 

E 
k-k" 

L + u J -HU-JjO 
(3.4) 

k+k. 
pump 

E
w \ k ' n. / w+u> -OJ', k+k -k'\ I 

e k+_k0J w+u Q 

k+k„ 0 k>' 
Vk1 

Applying the resonance approximation to each summation on the right hand sides and 

linearizing them with respect to the fluctuating quantities assuning the pump is zero 

order, we find k'=+_ k are the only relevant terms in the summation. This greatly - o 
satisfys equations (3.4). / 21 

• In his parametric review paper, Nishikawa also adds 
V j i 2 n^.fc) a n ( J V ( k + M 

to the LHS (left hand side) eauations - j 5 - - ! • and — 4
X " ' " ° ; E , respectively 

° K+k ° 
in order to complete the square. This shall be included here also to allow easy com

parison with his papers. On the other hand, it could be ignored because our applica

tions involve weak damping.) 

Define and D (w,k) = -u -2iu r + r +u> (3.5) 

Notice D (u,k) = 0 is the dispersion relation of the uncoupled mode. The following 

dispersion relation 
k , . . . v r- k , , . ,. , r 

(3.6) 

=0 

D^u.k) 4 , M i n 0 < k + ko> E - V k 0 4 , M i r 0

 ( k " k o ^ \ k 0 

I" - "0 ,0 
D e<« 4 »o , k + k o ) 

D e ( u "%, k - k o) -o ' "o 
is then obtained from the following eq. (3.7). This is the matrix form of eqs. 
(3.4) in which the summations have been cut off as described. 

n^k,. a) /n, 

a*uo , k + k o 

E* 
, k - k o 

(3.7) 
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liqs. (3.6) c.in he wr i t ten 

1 = «""l"o 
Oj'(J,k) 

k ( k < k o ) k (k-k„) 
D , ( . > U o i k , k 0 ) D

e ( . < - v k - k 0 > 
' (3.8) 

Note the "k+k„" and "k-k_" f.ictors arc different from Nishikawa s finite k„ dispersion 
?1 ° ko/ 

relation. Nishikawa ignored the k with respect to k assuming k-l. He Jo not 

make that restriction on the dispersion relation. 

Next define: <"„/k*k„\ -<"„(k-k , 9 (3.9) 

and 6' = 

both subject to ( k w ) <<1. 

'o" u ek' 3 > k o ' X 0 e / 2 

2 

The resonance approximation can be applied to D„(- .AJ 0 k+_k ) to obtain: 

.« ± V H i / ) Oe(«t»0,lc±k0) a i 2" 0 <" - • e 
(3.10) 

However, 0.(u,k) cannot be simplified in this way because the frequency shift is not 
necessarily small compared with the frequency of the ion wave,u. Converting to dim-

2 2 ensionless units where k->kx„ V J.^/ u , and n. , £. / (<>» » )i the dispersion re
lation becomes 

(3.1i) 

^r(^«l){^ fc-)|^ k-k„ 

ek+k *6' i - o - s ' + i r . I 
o B,k-ko 

This equation can be wr i t ten as two real polynomials analogous to equations (43), (44), 
13 (45) in Nishikawa's 1968 paper assuming u =x+iy 

x z - ( y * r , ) 2 - « 2 

k 2 « ' ii «'2 , ( x .a) Z +(r +y) 2 + Sj (x-°) (re+y)2+(x-<*)2^i ' 

(3.12) 

where 

Zxfy+rj ) = k 2 L ' (x-o) (re+y) - ^ ( y y ) f(x-a)Z+«,2+ (r e+y)|/F 
(3.13) 

y ) Z | | ( x - a - 6 ' ) 2 + ( r e + y ) 2 I (3.14) 
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whi.re the difference hetwmn . ,, ,. , jnd r 'M •n n.-.jld.ti-il. for fc„ 0, 
7 

l-u-'P these reduce <-.".»•. t l y to Mi'.liikjwa's <-'|u.itions for a . p i t i H l y iiihuM-ji-wons i-i ~ 

i f the terms mult ipled by (kQ/l<) '•"> the r ight hind '.hie no ignored. Thus in his 

analysis Nishikawa lijuorcd the fc dcpendi-nte of the coupling ti-nw. 

A f i n i t e k introduces added cwnplwi ly to o j i n t i >.. (1.17), ( ! . I 3 ) , and ( i . i l ) . 
0 

He found it profitable to deal <lirectly with • pa lion 0.11) ..hi:h • ,in he rewritten 

in the following form: 

L i . r i ( t -»<"» H 

(;^).^.,.,^vj 
0.15) 

M h e r e r e ! rc(ktkn) 
and = u o uek*k 0 = C-, 

*-'% • "ek-k0 =." • , 

!n this form one clearly sees that ':e dispersion relation describes the coupling of 

the plasma's linear modes expressed in normal trade form by the left hand side (U'S) 

of equation (3.15) driven by the effective coupling coefficient which is the right 

hand side (RHS). He shall study the dispersion relation as a combination of the nor

mal mode terms (LHS) and effective coupling coefficient (RHS) in greater detail 

later. First, we review the known solution for the k -0 cose to gain more insight 

into the behavior of our dispersion relation, equation (3.15). 

2. Review of Dispersion Equation Solution for k p-0 

Nishikawa's two papers entitled "Parametric Excitation of Coupled Waves, General 

Formulation and Parametric Plasmon-Photon Interaction" provide a very thorough 

analysis of the unstable roots of the coupled mode dispersion relation for an infinite 

wavelength pump. In the general formulation. Part I he anal lies the interaction of 

three modes at ( u , , ^ , ) , (u 2,k 2) and U0,k0) corresponding to two normal modes of the 

system plus a pump with k =0. He obtains the threshold pump power necessary for on-
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•;..-t of irr.'.ilijl jty as wi.'ll .is the growth rites .nid fieqtieneips of the unstable modes 

in various limiting cases. Also Nishikawa derives the miriiinuin threshold power and 

n'.ix'piu'n growth rate as a function of the fivi|i«'iicy difference, o u -i„ between the 

punp wave at ,. and the high frequency wave at _2 (or analogously as a function of 

the JHWP AMII&LV of the unstable i»oiic since "> io»it,>»t jwd "-y--~(k).: £-A{lc) in vjr-

ious approximations, e.g., strong and weak damping or pump power near threshold and 
i •} 

well above threshold. Nishikawa found that the case of parametric coupling of 
the linear modes ">. and u_ due to a pump at ••! for which w. •^'•y^ exhibits two 
types of unstable roots depending upon the sign of -> or alternatively upon the sign 
of the ef.'ectlve coupling coefficient, the RHS of equation (3.15). 

When the effective coupling coefficient is negative or 6>0 the parametric decay 
(PD) type of solution is obtained. This is the well-known three wave resonant inter
actions which occurs for coupled modes when the phase matching conditions eq. (3.1) 
i.e. *' 0

="| + u2 and k =k.+k 2 are satisfied or nearly satisfied. (See references: 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, or 17) The threshold pump power is determined by the frequency 
mismatch,!!! -u«>u.sa and by the damping of coefficients. For negligible damping the 
fastest growing mode occurs for modes with perfect frequency matching,A=o, as does 
the minimum threshold. In fact, the threshold becomes infinitesimal as the damping 
rates go to zero. For higher values of the damping coefficients the most unstable 
real frequency solution for the low frequancy mode is off resonant by an amount pro
portional t o ^ r ^ j . 

On the other hand when the effective coupling coefficient, i.e, RHS of equation 
11 (3,15) in k Q * D limit is positive (s >o), Nishikawa obtained a non-resonant 

purely growing (i.e.Reu=0) type of instability called the Oscillating Two Stream 

Instability (OTSI). For this instability the threshold pump power is no longer 

dependent on the damping of the low frequency mode.r,, since the low frequency 

mode is nonoscillatory. Also the topology of the unstable roots is different as we 

shall describe later. (See for example Figures 3-7a and 3-8.) This type of unstable 

solution can be thought of as a four-wave interaction and can occur only for the 



parametric coupling satisfying f -'i r"' l'-pr Tn''i '"'"luaiity allows both the vim and 
difference frequencies ui<..: and .-̂  where vi-~ low frfjin m.y solution --i, to be near 
resonance. The threshold power never becomes itifinili-,ii.i,il. It is limited by j-.l 
which can never by zero for this non-resonan'. process. 

The analysis of this dispersion relation eg. (3.15) in terms of its linear 
Brillouin diagrams, that is, in terms of the « vs. k pluts of the uncoupled linear 
modes will clarify the distinction between the non-resonant instability (OTSI) and 
the resonant instability (PD). The Brillouin diagrams will also be used to under
stand the effects of the spatial inbomogeneities of the pump. A final point to re
member in reference to the k =0 solutions is that the nonlinear mode coupling due to 
this instability leads to a shifting of the power spectrum in wave number space. This 
can be an important consideration because in plasmas collisionless absorption occurs 
when the phasevelocity of the wave is near the particle thermal velocity. Thus the 
direction of energy transfer in terms of the wave's phase velocity is crucial. For 
electron plasma waves v

p n a s e
 = "ek/k^ pe/k- T t l e P a r a m e t r i c decay instability (PD) 

occurs for 6=0 spreading energy to higher phase velocities. Whereas the oscillating 
two stream instability (OTSI) occurring for 6< 0 feeds energy to higher wavennumbers 
and thus lower phase velocities leading to strong wave-particle coupling. 

Based on this knowledge of the unstable roots for the k =0 case in the next sec
tion we shall re-examine the full dispersion equation. Also in the next section, the 
Briliouin diagrams for the uncoupled normal modes and the effective coupling coeffic
ient Li-e. RHS of equation (3.15)] will be described as well as the facts they reveSl 
about the instability. The damping coefficients relevant to the laser-plasma regime 
will be given. 

3. Finite koDispersion Equation 
a. Uncoupled Brillouin Diagrams 

The dispersion equation for coupled plasmon-phonon excitation, 

[o.+î -nj/1+ir, ^M^-i rg+AL-^Te-A =-n
2 s'+R^-a-irJ (3.15) 
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ignoring the difference between I" and I" ~ 

\ îl k 
where „2i S - J L and R °. 

14 Z 

>s written in normal mode form. When the ;n;;i» power (-.. .0) goes to zero the ,olu-
tion to this equation is trivial. The oscillations are described by the uncoupled 
normal modes, ( the equation factors). 

The Brillouin diagram for the zero modulation case evolves continuously into the 
u,k diagram of unstable waves for values of the pump power above threshold. The in
tersections in the uncoupled Brillouin diagram of one normal node with the other shifted 
by the pump frequency indicate the region of interaction between U.ase modes when the 
coupling is not zero. The intersections also yield the approximate frequency of the 
interaction and allow the identification of backward and traveling wave processes 
depending upon the signs of the intersecting slopes. Opposite signs occur for a back
ward wave process and like signs for a traveling wave process. The lack of intersec
tions implies stability due to an inability to satisfy the frequency and wave nunber 
conservation conditions. In other words this represents a forbidden selection rule. 

The Brillouin diagram corresponding to zero coupling in eq. (3.15) is shown in 
Figure 3-2. Equivalently these are the linear dispersion curves for ion acoustic 
waves and for the frequency down shifted Langmuir (electron plasma) waves. The inter
sections are labeled 1, 2, and 3. One corresponds to parametric decay type, two to 0T3I. 
Three is stable. This can be seen from the following form of the dispersion equation 
given in equation (3.8a). 

EVIAP A ^ n c W - * I l M 
, . n ko DE V i / pe J n / , •,.., i + " i t 
1 DVTJL.k) D e ( „ , + v k + k 0 ) D e ( u , - v k - k 0 ) 

1 - T~ 

2 

For th is equation n fe kAp£ « 1 was assumed. 

Equation (3.8a) therefore can be sat is f ied either when 
D i ( a , k f ° o r D < > + V k + I < o ) = 0 S n d D e ( l " - V ^ o 5 = ° 

e ' 

(3.8a) 
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r.;» uf llii-M> mrt l be / I ; I o to ubUin yrnwing •.oli.Liuns. Mur. ..u li.ive: 

1) O^u.kJ-O ..nd H, . ( - f - 0 .K" t 0 ) ° •"" V " V "<-*„) : ° 

corresponding to Pd or intersections =1. This is a r i - cn i n l point- Or we have: 

2) <y u<-u, 0 ,Mk 0) 0 and nuU-,0, k-kQ)-0 

corresponding to OTSI or intersections ?2. This point is non-resonant in that 1c-J-" 0 
/ ;ik when k/0. For a non-zero pu:'|> ;-..;ve nj-.bi-r, k Q/0, the uncoupled dispersion dia
gram for the shifted langmuir wave translate in the k direction also according to 
equation (3.15) as shown in Figure 3-3. Thus the intersections of the uncoupled codes 
shift due to the finite pump wave nunbor. The shifting of the linear nodes will be 
used to understand the unstable roots obtained in solving the complete dispersion eq
uation in the next section. 

b. Effective Coupling Coefficient 
The right hand side (RHS) of equation (3.15) is the effective coupling coeffic

ient for this parametric coupling process. This term couples the linear modes and 
drives them unstable at and around particular intersections of the linear modes as 
discussed above. 

For Nishikawa's k =0 solution, the sign of the coupling term was crucial in dis
tinguishing between the resonant (PD) and nonresonant (OTSI) instabilities. Similarly 
we expect 

2 = " Wk 2,2 N 
eff ( * ) 

, _o (u-a-tlr ) 
* k e 

(3.16) 

to act in much the same way. However, for k ̂ 0, the coupling term is complex and fre
quency dependent. It sign though is still important determining the type of coupling 

possible even though the linear modes are now asymmetric in k-space. At the zeros of 
2 N the uncoupled solutions hold. The nature of the instability switches from one 
eff 

type to the other at or near this point. We shall see this in the next section des
cribing the unstable roots obtained for the k j'O case, especially in the graphs of the 



3 
the '-i"i!nitir '.ululions to the dipcrsion o[iidtion for J given k>... md >i . :'. a func-

" t o 
Lion of k Q v D e . 

c o j i p j i y Coefficients, 

The damping ioe f f i c ien ts as a function of k1.. used in this analysis i Uu'.tr.ited 

in Figure 3-4 are given in the following equations: 

/ TT \ 1/2 _̂ p_e_ / , , x 

V v e c o , {*) ( k 3 ^ " P h ^ r * 3/A (3.,;) 

v, .Re-j^ai.^ / r e | 3 ' 2 J ' V i . ( 3 . I 8 ) 

' L01 (if>, e) 2) W V«-'V> 

•(V 
assuming the- equilibrium distributions are Maxwellian and 

.*,\n ,,>n w) • m 
where T = species temperature, = Bolczmann constant 

These correspond to collisional damping v . plus the wave number dependent Landau 
damping formulae for electrons and ions, the dominant damping in the laser plasma 
fusion regime. 

C. The Solution to the Dispersion Relation for a Finite Wavelength Pump Field Driv
ing thp Coupled Plasmnn-Phnnnn Interaction 

1. Introduction 
The u.upled mode dispersion relation, equation (3.15), describes the normal modes 

in a one-dimensional, unequal temperature, homogeneous, unbounded plasma model and 
their nonlinear interaction due to a strong finite wave length pump field subject to 
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to the ii.ndil.ion that n ? k»..,.'.<l. Vhe solutions to th is i.-qujtion were obtained for 

the unsuble modes drivitn both by .in intense electron playia w.ive of f i n i t e wave 

niiNitier, i .e . (•.) k k Q) and by an intense dispersionless electrost ic wive i .e . (.,. k ). 

I he dispersion relat ion was solved for the coinpex frequencies a-.suning real wave 
13 

iiusbers, as Nishikawa has done . (The complete napping from the complex wave num
ber space to the corresponding complex frequencies yields information as to the ab
solute or convection nature of the unstable roots. Cassedy has done this for the 
k 0 equation finding the threshold pump power for absolute instability.) The solutions 
were obtained by computer applying a polynomial root finder to eq. (3.15). The complex 
frequency solutions were obtained as a function of the wave number of the low frequency 
wave k).- E, the wave number of the pump wave, k 0'' D E. and the pump power normalized to 

2 E Z K O the plasma thermal energy <\ . ~ ™j—2 ( for various pump frequencies,u , mass ratios 
M ^ ̂  
e/M., and damping coefficients, v e and v i . These solutions are presented. 

The appendix briefly describes the computer program D1SREL used to solve the dis
persion relation, eq. (3.15). tn the section following, solutions obtained will be 
presented and explained. The k =0 case will be used as an example and check. These 
solutions reveal the variation of the growth rate, frequency, and threshold of the in
stability as well as the topology of its roots. That is, the unstable roots are seen 
to evolve from the linear modes coupled by the nonlinearities. We see that the linear 
modes still have meaning in the weak pump field case. The threshold reduction ob
tained for an electron plasma wave as pump is then derived. Finally the effect of a 
finite wave length pump on the parametric decay instability is shown. 
2. The Computer Solutions 

The dispersion relation, eq. (3.15), was solved using a polynomial root finder, 
in, the complex frequency of the low frequency mode, was found in dimensionless units 
for various choices of the real parameters, (w,.k ) pump frequency and wave number, 
knlow frequency mode's wave number, e/„ = mass ratio,n . = normalized pump 
power. The solutions obtained were graphed as a function of k W ' , < o x D E ' o r n |<0 hold-

http://ii.ndil.ion
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ing all else constant. 

The solutions, Reu and Imuj :y versus k\..,- for the k n=0 case are quite well known 

(for example, see Nishikawa or Refs. 24,25).The first frames of Figures 3-5a and 3-

5b show two examples of these for -- -1.01' and 'Vj =1.04 respectively. Here we 
"pe P e 

see exactly the behavior as predicted by Nishikawa . The frequencies of the unstable 
modes are seen to exhibit the usual complex conjugate behavior. At the onset of the 
instability two real roots becoming complex conjugates withji- (Rao}*™ . 
Ihe computet generated plots of u vs. k\Q oecome the usual uncoupled linear mode 

o 
Brillouin diagrams (Figures 3-2 and 3-3) for n =0. A comparison with them is m -

ko 
structive. 

The continuous variation of u from the n k 0 "0 case is seen clearly in the solutions 

of the dispersion equation obtained as a function of n ,,0 for particular wave 
numbers k and k . The value of n . is varied from a value below the threshold pump 

2 
power to n ko~l- These graphically reveal the manner in which the linear modes are 
driven together, couple, and go unstable. The three dimensional graph, Figure 3-6, 
illustrates how the wvs.n k plots evolve from the uncoupled diagram. Figures 3-7a 

o 
and 3-8 are the u vs. n L 0- for an oscillating two stream (OTSI) and parametric decay 
(PD) type of interaction respectively. The onset of instability is easily seen here 

13 agreeing with Nishikawa's prediction. The topological differences between the two 
types of unstable roots are also evident- The OTSI instability is seen to occur when 
the two branches of the ion acoustic waves + a k (or the two frequency down shifted 
electron plasma waves +A+) couple due to the pump wave forming a 4-wave type inter
action. In this situation perfect phase matching can never occur and the OTSI is re
ferred to as non-resonant. Parametric decay (PD) Figure 3-8 is obtained when an ion 
wave and a frequency down shifted electron wave cour'e due to the pump wave. This is 
a resonant instability because perfect phase matching can occur for this situation at 
specific k's and k 's. Figures 3-7 and 3-8 will be referred to again in following 
section which discusses the threshold reduction when the OTSI driven by an electron 

plasma wave becomes of PD type as k increases from zero. The progression of graphs 
2 

of a vs. k and u vs. n i.0 for increasing pump wave number can be examined to obtain an 
impression of the effect of a finite k 

O" 
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Final ly for a part icular low frequency wave nijwbur k and pump power the 

complex frequency solutions as a function of k , the pump wave number, are shown 

in Figures 3-9 and 3-10. The uncoupled (n k„=0) case is shown in Figures 3-9a and 

3-10a. The l inear modes which couple to bring about the i ns tab i l i t y can be seen to 

change as the pump wave number increases. The wave number at which this occurs can 

be predicted by the points at w h i c h N f f = 0 . In addition a most important result is 

also evident. That is that the growth rate varies only s l i gh t l y due to the f i n i t e 

pump wavelength. Thus the expression for the growth rates obtained in the k =0 case 

y ie ld good approximations to the values for the k /0 case. In the P0 i ns tab i l i t y 

Figure 3-10 the unstable frequency Is no longer "locked" due to the more complex coupl

ing coef f ic ient . I t osci l la tes about \ as k varies. A -he points when "e™ equals 

the ion acoustic frequency , i . e. at perfect resonance, the growth rate ! :s a maxi

mum as is seen in Figures 3-9, 3-10b, and 3-10c. In the case with an electron plasma 

wave as pump the growth rate does go to zero at the pump wave number wi'ere the effec

t ive coupling coef f ic ient goes through zero and changes sign. In general, though, i <s 

growth rate remains constant over a range of k * „ beyond the onset of strong Landau 

damping. Remember that the damping of the pump wave was not included in the calcula

t i on . 

3. Threshold deduction for the Osci l lat ing Two Stream Ins tab i l i t y (OTSI) in the 

weak Damping Domain 

The dispersion re la t ion ( for the parametric plasmon-phonon interact ion driven by 
r r r 

an e lectrostat ic wave at (m ,k ) assuming e, . , y e, ,» e o o " k+k ^ k-k o o 

( < " + i r 1 - n k l f + i r ' * n k ] ( "> + i r e + 4

+ ) [ u > + i r e w g = " n k 0 ( J i l k — ( s , - E 2 ( u - a * i r e ) j ( 3 . 1 5 ) 

where A+=£>0 -uek+k • &' +a; a=3kk0 >

 6 ' ^ - " e k " 3 k o ! Z f o r k X DE a n d ko*DE < < I 

yields growing roots in complex conjugate form when the nonlinear coupling term i .e . 

RMS of equation (3.15), or of equations (3.1) and (3.2) , "drives" two of the l inear 
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:.,o.ios siiv.li that their real frequencies are equal, or nearly so and a positive imagin

ary r'>ot occurs. (Strong damping can allow the unstable solutions u and aig not to 

be complex conjugates with jR eM f l-Re<J £ r
e . They still act in general like complex 

conjugate pairs. The unstable roots depend upon the interaction of two roots. In 

the same way eq. (3.15) can be solved by neglecting the u dependence of two of the 
23 

normal mode terms reducting the equation from quartic to quadratic. The approxima
tion is valid whenever the unstable u < < two of the four resonant frequencies, \ A _ . 
n

k or -n. . This condition holds for the OTSI case in which the ion frequency is much 
less than the other characteristic frequencies. Transformation to coordinates center
ed at the intersections of the linear dispersion curves allows this type of solution 
in the more general case. 

13 This technique yields results analogous to Nishikawa s. For unstable wave num-
2 (\V* 

bers k such that k x n r i 7 l j i r ' ] assuming , ._ 
u-A_"--a_, U+A+T/+ and a-A_<o i .e . k.<j - •nsr"! 

we obtain 

where 

( - 1 r f ) z - v / . > \ (3.19) 

2 _ -u„ , , . r < 2 
l T 0 = 0 6 + e - a (3.I9-) '" 6 ' + Ra (3.I9-) 

ko 2 ^{yij R- °'v ^ 3 k k 0 for k X 0 E k o X D E « l ( 3 . 1 * ' ) 

, 2 

and 

o 
sat is f ied in the laser plasma regime. Figure 3-7 i l l us t ra tes th is . 

Expressions for the real frequency near threshold and the growth rate near threshold 

fol low from equation (3.19): 

y "ko"k , - ? n . 
<"TR IS'+Rat 

.V.,,w 2 

TR » V " T R

2 I < 3 " 2 1 > 

http://siiv.li
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Solving by i terat ion for the growth rate we have 

H/ 
2 , Z 

k ° ^ - i * a y / _ k o . . g , 

2 

15"' 

near ' "•. V 2~ " ' k I ? T> ?' 
TR k n T R \ n T R

2 • ^ A ^ 2 

+RT1 (•• 

1/2 

TR is-f-JBTi 

(3.22) 

These values agree well with the computer solutions for the threshold pump power and 

?Q"I and Y near the threshold as shown by Tables 3-1 and 3 - I I . For the smaller wave 
2 / M e \ l / 2 number modes, i . e . , those for which Mpr* 7 l « r ) the same sort of approximation 

is made ignoring u cf . ±nu- In this way, the dispersion re ia t ioncan be solved to 

obtain for k k/2 

e 

n, 2 \ l ' 2 

* - , T f « ' [ - M -1 ) . (3.23) 

6'v (s'+n,; 

Here again the minimum threshold pump power for onset of the unstable roots is given 
by an expression reducing to Nishikawa's for k =0. 

^ " -(ti^A^ CM) 
This threshold value does not show a reduction for k nonzero. Thus the important 
threshold suppression occurs only for the higher ion wave numbers such that kx 
2 / MeV' ,jlrpl provided M 0 E is small enough to satisfy a_-K!k<o. 

\l/2 

When the pump wave number increases further such that 

DE 

!J k+4>o (3.25) 

which reduces to 

"> r " *( -r) m for - ^ (3.26) 0 2 3 l " i j 
a resi nant type of unstable solution may be obtained. Again using the same technique 
to approximate the solution, we find 

* = n i ^ _ fi*>\ (n2R- | 2 V 2 ) VWJ 2|B| / (continued on next pane) 
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i ?"\ 2
 4 n

2 

+ \B\ ( ko" komin , ( ko" koniax > 

where 
_ H e 

p -^ > 

F ' 

B - Z n k ( - ' A t , + n k ) - r i r e H r i ( V « k ) ^ e « J 

2 1/2 

(3.27) 

k . . are the solutions to the equation 

*-H-| ]+R<i' 

for an electron plasma wave as pump the solution to (3.27a) is 

(3.27a) 

k . fc~ ~3~ i ? i f (L . JL^\2, ^Y 
k o min 2 2 V \2 3 ) J 

max N , , A-,. 

/2 

(3.27b) 

This solution eq. (3.27) appears to be in good agreement with the complete solution 
to eq. (3.15) plotted in Figure 3-11. At the threshold of the instability the real 

2 
solution is the average of the two uncoupled solutions. It decreases with ni-0 in
creasing. 

Equation (3.27) yields a condition for the range of pump wave numbers which 

lead to instabilities of this form as well as a condition on the pump power for 

instability, k must satisfy the following inequality for instability. 

6' 

where V 4 

$p.) Ro<0 (3.28) 

^ is an approximation to u. For an electron plasma wave pump and k*,,-*!" 
k J b <1 this reduces to the condition that k must satisfy the following inequality. 

komin * k o * komax (3.29) 
The symbols are defined in eq. (3.27b). Thus this type of solution can occur and 
yield growing roots for pump wave numbers satisfying the following inequality assuming 
an electron plasma wave pump (itj.0 k ) 
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k J/Z 

2 - - 3 — < k o < komax < 3' 3°> 
equation (3.28) is cubic in k for a dispersionless («J = constant) finite k pump. 
The solution is not as simple but has the same effect of restricting the possible 
unstable k 's. It could be solved in various approximations by reducing (3.28) to 
quadratic. 

Also the pump power must satisfy the following inequality to obtain these grow
ing solutions: 

n 2 pk 2 

n 2<n 2<n 2. where n 2 = — • (3.31) 
+ w_ 2 

and n ; =" 2 ( k o - k o . i n ) ( W k o ) ' R ' ^ < 3 - 3 2 ) 

( V k o 1 n 1 ! ) 2 ( , t o m a x - k o ) 2 - ^ ( 4 - - 0 k ) Z ) V 2 i R 2 M 

2 2 
n _ and n . are the roots of the equation 

nes, when k„ is not near k _ . „ 

E i omax 

r i + r j 2 +((a.-nk +i ( r ^ - r j 

=0 (3.32a) 

The threshold power becomes, when k 0 is not near k 
I I 19 It 

n th " l v ' "' ^ ' : ""—L (3.33) 
*(k„-k„„<„) (k„„ - k j 1 o omin' omax o' 

This expression was used in Table 3-1 obtaining agreement with the computer solu
tion. Also equation (3.21) for the growth rates was used in Table 3-11. They agreed 
well with the computer solution of the full equation. 

n eq. (3.33) reduces to the following simple expression for negligible damping 
and k. well below k _, o omax 

or including damping we obtain 
* TO 'yjL-^< (3.34) 

! obtain 

J( ri + re) 2/4^k-tt_l) ] /(«'l) <3.34a) 
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Mere the resonance nature of the instability is shown by the fact that njo"* 0 
for perfect matching and negligible damping. Thus the dispersion of the pump wave 
and of the normal modes of the system allow this resonant instability to occur in 
the given ranges of k and n k space specified by inequalities (3.30) and (3.31). 

2 When k > k this mode is stabilized as n. increases. This is predicted OT> oroax KO 
in eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) and clearly seen in Figure 3-12. The dependence of the 
growth rate upon pump power is also shown. The unstable region with the lower pump 
power (PD like) has a growth rate •> which increases only as ni,-. The OTSI region 

2 2/3 

is obtained above ni and has Y " \ 0 . The same type of analysis can be done for 
a dispersionless pump although it is somewhat non-physical, obtaining similar results. 
Finally the wave numbers of the unstable electron modes in the region of reduced thres
hold are seen to be k-k since the coupled unstable „iodes are n. and the down shifted 
frequency h_=a - m ^ , As usual for the PD branch longer wavelength (Shorter k) 
modes are driven. Thus we have shown that finite values of k can alter the be
havior of the OTSI branch. A resonant type decay, process is made possible due to 
the dispersion of the ion acoustic and electron plasma waves because the relevant 
phase matching condition is now shifted in k space. This reduces significantly the 
pump power necessary for threshold of the instability in the small damping case be
cause of its resonant nature. This reduction in threshold was derived analytically 
by solving the dispersion relation in the case Reu'H) as for OTSI, by reducing it to 
a quadratic equation. These solutions compared favorable with the solutions to the 
full dispersion relation. Finally Figure (3-13) shows the threshold pump power vs. 
k w for several wave numbers kx D E of the unstable low frequency growing mode. 
This illustrates the large threshold reduction obtained with the instability is res
onant satisfying the perfect phase matching conditions eq. (3.1). This behavior 
could be applied to the nonlinear mode conversion properties of a spectrum of elec
tron plasma waves as in Figure 3-1. We have shown a threshold reduction occurs for 
the exponential growth of modes driven by the finite k electron plasma waves just 
as those in this spectrum. This threshold reduction takes place due to a change in 
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the nature of the instability from non resonant to reson.mt. This in turn ch.M.jes 
the wave numbers of the growing modes. Our analysis would therefore predict the 
following sequence of events. A pump wave at V ' p e which can be thought 
of as electrostatic (cf Figure 1-1) derives primarily the r.:ost unstable wave num
bers of the electron plasma waves. These finite k Q electron plasma waves experience 
the threshold reduction we have discussed above. They therefore quickly begin to 
drive unstable modes themselves. The latter unstable modes are driven by the finite 
k pumps in a PD type process. This feeds the energy to lower wave numbers causing 

the spectrum to flatten out for low wave numbers. 
2 

For wave numbers above the original fastest growing modes the spectrum of E k vs. 

k takes on the '^k Z shape as shown in the Figure 3-1. These Higher k modes are 
driven both by the original incident pump wave and the finite k unstable electron 
plasma waves with powers above the threshold valve n + from eqs. (3.31) and (3.32). 
3. Asymmetry of Unstable Have Numbers for the Parametric Decay Branch 

The general dispersion relation equation (3.15) has also been solved assuming 
a dispersion!ess electrostatic pump with u ><u i.e. the underdense case. This is 
somewhat nonphysical because an electrostatic wave in a plasma would satisfy the 
normal Bohn Gross dispersion relation, eq. (1.1). This situation is considered to 
illustrate the effect of the finite pump wave number on the parametric decay branch. 
Referring to Figures 3-2b and 3-3b the asymetry brought about as k increases from 
zero is easily seen. The intersection of the frequency of the k-k electron plasma 
wave with f! corresponding to the PD interaction (i.e. intersection #1, a perfect 
phase matching point where eqs. (3.1) are satisfied), approaches intersection #2 as 
k Q increases. The region in k space with unstable roots therefore shrinks and even
tually goes to zero when the two intersections coalesce. On the other hand the k + 
k Langmuir wave's dispersion curve moves to the left. The region in k space domin
ated by the PD intersection expands. We obtain therefore an increase in the width 
of the unstable spectrum in k space. (See the progression of u v s . k for increas
ing "-.0; Figure 3-5b 1), 2), 3). Also uvs. k X D £ for PD Figure 3-10 [especially 
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part C)] exhibits a variation in the value of the growth rate with k l... The- maxi

mum values occur near the perfect phase matching poir.cs where Reu--fi. . The nave num

ber of the fastest growing low frequency mode does decrease in magnitude as the Brill-: 

ouin diagrams predict. Again :>ee Figure 3-5b. However, it does not decrease as fast 

as Ik I increases. This causes the fastest growing electron mode which is at 

k, . ^ . +k in turn to increase and leads to the growth of higher wave fastest growing o 
Ion mode 

number, slower phase velocity electron waves. For example with k„ x n c=0.1, k. _~0.09 
0 D E ffas?9st growj 

and thus k electron = 0.19. This could also be an important point ' l n g m o d e 

(fastest growing mode) 
in considering the nonlinear mode conversion in the parametric interactions driven by 
finite wavelength pump fields. As discussed earlier the growth of electron waves 

with high wave numbers (k*nr£ °-2) leads to strong wave-particle interactions. The 
situation therefore of a finite wavelength, "underdense", (i.e. o >u ) dispersionless 

pump, if it arose, could bring about strong anamolous heating thru mode conversion 
to higher k modes and then Landau damping of the waves by the particles. 
D. Summary 

In this chapter we have studied the parametric coupling which occurs among the 

electrostatic modes of an unequal temperature (e »e<) plasma due to high frequency 

(̂ u ) electromagneticfreduced to one dimension (See Figure 1-1yor electrostatic 
pump wave. A finite wavelength pump wave was allowed. 

The problem of parametric coupling in the limit of an infinite wavelength pump 
field has been previously treated as described in the introduction to this chapter. 

The results are well known (eq. Ref. 13) and have often been applied to the laser 
fusion plasma regime (eq. Ref. 8, 24, 25, 26). As stated in the introduction the 

effect of a finite wave length pump field has not been thoroughly investigated. This 

was the purpose of Chapter III. 

In this Chapter first, the dispersion relation of eq. (3.15) governing this 
2 interaction was derived using the two fluid model of a plasma and assuming r\. kX 

*„<!. Secondly, the dispersion relation was examined, solved by computer, and 
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analytically in various approximations. The nuin results different front the k o"0 

case were emphasized. Finally we used these results to predict their effect on the 

evolution of the plasma wave spectrum in a plasma irradiated by an intense electro

magnetic wave. 

A spatially inhomogeneous pump wave can significantly reduce the threshold power 

for onset of the instability from the k =0 case. This is the most important result 
13 of a finite wave number pump. Nishikawa obtained a threshold reduction for the 

strong damping PD regime. That is, in the case for which 
2 2 I.,, (=«i in Nishikawa's notation) *<r r. k v 1 e i 

the parametric decay (PD) branch is known to oscillate far from its resonant frequency 
at a;). rer.j ]'zThe finite wavelength pump field introduces and extra parameter, k 
upon which u depends. This parameter allows the frequencies to become resonant 
for some k greatly reducing the threshold power necessary for onset of 
the instability. The damping coefficients of interest for the laser-plasma interaction 
satisfy the opposite inequality. In this range also we found that an important thres
hold suppression occurs due-to a change in the nature of the instability from non-res
onant (OTSI) to resonant (PD). This takes place because of the shifting of the res
onant frequencies due to dispersion. The analytic expression for the finite k , re
duced threshold pump power are given by eq. (3.19') for small k satisfying (3.19") 
and by eq. (3.33) or (3.34) for k Q satisfying inequality (3.2) (or equivelantly, (3.30)). 
This behavior of the parametric instability for a finite wave length pump wave should 
cause the unstable plasma wave spectrum to flatten out for modes with wave numbers less 
than that of the most unstable mode in the k =0 case. 

For the (somewhat non-physical) case of an intense dispersionless electrostatic 
wave in an underdense plasma (i.e. ^ =const.> " D e ) > k0?G the parametric decay (PD) 
instability is affected by the pump's wave number, k . The perfect phase matching 
conditions shift in k-space . An asymmetry in the spectrum of growing modes 
occurs if only one sign of k is present. Electron modes with wave numbers higher 
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than that of the pump are also predicted. This fact could lead to stronyur "col 1i-
sionltiss" plasma interactions than those predicted iy the k„-0 results. This is, of 
course, an inportant result for the anomalous heating of plasmas. Finally it was 
shown that the growth rate of the instability is not significantly effected by the 
spatial inhomogeneities of the pump wave. This fact allows i-.ie to use the k =0 sol-
tions for the growth rates in cases of k fo. We have used this useful result in 
the analysis of Chapter IV: Mode Coupling of Electron Plasma Waves, 
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E. Appendix: THE COMPUTES PROGRAM, DISREL 

DISREL, a program to solve equation (3.15), used a polyomial root finder allow
ing complex coefficients, CPOLY, written by Or, C. Sherman. The damping coeffi
cients described by equations (3.17) and (3.18) were used. The four solutions for 
complex iu were obtained as a function of kx n„, the unstable low frequency wave num-
ber, k l D E the pump wave number, and n. the normalized pump power. The program 
was checked by solving the dispersion relation for T\. =0 to obtain the uncoupled 
Brillouin diagrams. In addition the roots were substituted back into the dispersion 
equation to insure that they were indeed roots. The approximation to the Bohn-Gross 
frequency for small kX„, w . jju (1+ 3/2 k A „ ) in one-dimension is assumed in 
OISREL, thus restricting the validity of the solution to kxnr <0.6. This 1s well 
above the onset of strong damping which occurs at k*n££ °- 2^. Thus the restriction 
to kAnp* ".6 is of little importance. The input parameters are the mass ratio 
M T 
e/H. = p, .the temperature ratio e/L which used only in calculating the ion damp
ing but it must be » 1 for this model to be valid, the pump wave number, the ion 
wave number to be considered and the pump power. Two of the last three are specified 
and the third is varied to obtain the solution as a function of this parameter. The 
computer graphs and computer solutions referred to In this chapter were all obtained 
using DISREL. 

*The algorithm used is that of Jenkins and Traub CACM 15, 1972, Algorithm 119. 
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The turbulent field spectrum from a computer solution of the coupled 

mode equations, eqs.(3.1) and (3.2) for n p u m p • 0.13 and T=1250. 
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Figure 3-2 

Br i l lou in diagrams for uncoupled ion acoustic wave and electron 

plasma wave shifted by a pump wave with frequency u , wave number k =0. 
me/M f=10~ 2. 

a ) "!=<•>„„, SiTu -ui„. < 0 for a l l k 's. 
o pe o ek 

b) m =1.04 u , sign of 6 indicated on drawing. 
o pe ^ 

Intersection points indicated correspond to: 

1. Backward wave, PD type; &>0 

Z. Backward wave, OTSI type;<5< 0. 
3. Travelling wave, stable. 
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Figure 3-3 3-35 

Brillouin diagrams for uncoupled io. stic waves and electron plasma 
wave shifted by pump at o>0 and k QX D e=0.1. / . ' ^ - l O 2 . Intersections shift com
pared with Figure 3-2. 

a) u =alk ; pump wave is an electron plasma wave. Intersection at origin 
remains. New intersections, type #1 and #3 arise as indicated. 

b) u> =1.04 u . Corresponding intersections are shifted from k =0 posi
tions and labeled with primes. 
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Figure 3-4 

High and low frequency damping coefficients v. and v. versus k*„ corres-
e l Ue 

ponding to eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) are plotted with 

V / U) = 
ecoI P e 

/ to =1.6.10 - 4 

"Vol ' P e 

Te/T. = 3 0'° 

/ <"„„=1-6.10"5 
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Figure 3-5 

This figure consists of two sets of Brillouin diagrams (m vs. k plots) 
for a system of Ion acoustic waves and electron plasma waves coupled by a finite 
wavelength pump wave with wave number k . In each set kj\_ was varied from zero 
as indicated. me/M,=10 . n|.0 =0.1. Compare these with Figures 3-2 and 3-3 showing 
the uncoupled Brillouin diagrams. Only the first and third quadrants are given 
here because of the logarithmic axes. The results are symmetric. The complete 
solution all four roots to the dispersion equation, eq. (3.15) are plotted with 
the real part as "dotted" lines and the imaginary values of u as "solid" lines. 

a) For this first set of solutions the pump wave frequency followed 
the electron plasma wave dispersion relation, w = u . except for 
part 5 where u 0=u . The pump wave numbers are 

1) k ^ - O . O 

2) V D e = 0 - 0 0 5 

3) V D e = 0 - 0 5 

4) x k ^ - O . l 

5) y D e = 0 . 1 and u0=a.pe 

6) koXDe=0.17 

Note that the maximum growth rate remains nearly constant. The exact functional 
dependence of Im u vs. k does vary with k . The unstable Rem solution is no longer 
zero for k =0. Also different unstable branches form as k increases due to the o o 
fact that u . increases. Graph 5) is included for completeness. Compare it with 

e K o 
4). These graphs should be compared with the uncoupled plots of Figure 3-2 and 3-3. 
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Figure 3-5 (Continued) 

b) Here the pump wave is dispersionless with a frequency u =1.04 u and k 

as l i s t e d : 

a) k o A D e "0.0 

b> V D e = 1 0 " Z 

c> V o e 3 0 - 1 

d) k Qx D e=0.17 

Notice the two unstable branches which divide at the point where 6=0. This equa

t ion defines a "cut o f f " wave number, k . As k increases one of these, the PD 

branch, i t s e l f sp l i t s due to asymmetry introduced by kQ^0. OTSI branch behaves 

as in Part 2. 
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Re u 

Im oi k\ n = constant plane 

down-shifted 
electron plasma 

wave branch 
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Figure 3-6 

The three dimensional graph shown illustrates the m vs. k dependence of 
the ion acoustic and down shifted electron plasma wave as well as the dependence 

2 2 
of the frequency, u. on the normalized pump power, r,. . In the n. '0 plane 
the uncoupled Brillouin diagrams are obtained just as in Figure 3-2. In a plane 
of constant kX D the merging of two uncoupled solution and the onset of instability 
is illustrated. 
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Fi'jure 3-7 

Real [ROM] 'incl imaginary [Iir.j] frequencies staisfying eq. (3.15) as a 
2 function of normalised pump power, n^ . As the pump power increases an unstable 

root (i.e. Im u>0) occurs corresponding to the OTSI branch. Low frequency wave 
number, k»i =0.15. The pump wave is an electron plasma wave, &>0-<n k and has 
a wave number k as listed. d_ and a + indicate the shifted electron plasma wave 
frequencies. The threshold pump power for onset of the instability is given by 
equation (3.19). 

a) V D ^ O . O 

b) k oX D e=0.04 
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Figure 3-8 

p in satisfying eq. (3.15) is plotted versus n. . In this figure the 
two unstable roots correspond to the PD branch. The pump wave has u =1.04 u 

o pe 
and k ox D e=0.0. Also me/M i= 10" 2. The low frequency wave number, kXp =0.12. 
Please note well: In this figure the code to dt :ote the real and imaginary parti 
of the frequency is the reverse of that used in U.? other figures. 
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Figure 3-9 

Complex frequency solutions, "> , versus the wave number of the pump wave, k n 

X- given an electron plasma wave as pump, u
0

= u
e i , except part d) where 

2 ° L • 
The pump power, n. , and the low frequency wave number, k>„ are held constant" 
for each graph. 

In a) n k o
Z-0.0, kXDe=0.16, ^ - ^ 

b) n k o
2=0.1, kXDe=0.16, V . e k o 

c) n k o
2=0.1, kX^O.l, U o = „ f e k o 

d) nko
2=0.-l, kADe=0.1 V * p ( , 

Part a) 1s the uncoupled stable solution and part b) the corresponding unstable 
roots. The uncoupled real frequencies are labeled by + !?k> ion acoustic frequency 
or L*_ = the frequency up or down shifted plasma waves =a> k - °>ek*ko 
The coupled unstable srlutions are labled PD and OTSI. Compare c) and d) showing 
the different roots for a pump with dispersion c) o)0=uek and without d) u =w 
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Figure. 3-10 

Complex frequency colution to eq. (3.15) vs. k > D e for constant n k o , kx n , 

w as given below. 

a) n k o

2 =0.0 , kXDe=0.16, < v ' - ° % e 

b) n k o

2 «0.1, kx D |C16 u „ 
o pe 

c) nko

2=0.1, kxDe-0.1, V U 0 V 

The width of the unstable region in k x n space is a function of kx„ as seen by 
comparing parts b) and c), and of pump power compare a) and b). in all cases the 
k J. =0.0 solution corresponds to the parametric decay (PD) type of instability 
in which the ion acoustic and shifted electron plasma branches couple. 
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Figure 3-11 

Real and imaginary frequencies satisfying eq. (3.15) as a function of normal 
ized pump power are shown. As the pump power increases an unstable root appears 
with a threshold pump power predicted by eq. (3.34). The v/ave numbers satify the 
inequality eq. (3.30) as required. In this particular graph a>-u k , k

o * n e
= 0 - 1 1 3 , 

kA D e=0:15, me/K 1 = 10 Notice the 4 t h real solution is far off scale and there-
2 fore not included in this graph. It would have a value A+=7.99.10 a t \ 0

 = 0-
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Figure 3-12 

Real and imaginary frequencies satisfying eq. (3.15) as a function of normal
ized pump power, n k 0 are shown. Here u * u e k , k o*Q e

=0-' ?> ^u e
=0-l5, and ""e/M^lO" 

o 
'VDe^ ko max xDe a s d e f i n e d 1 n e1- ( 3-27 b) = c- 1 3- F o r t n e unstable region specified 
by ran. the pump power satisfies inequality (3.31). Again the 4 + solution is off 
scale. 
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Figure 3-13 

Threshold pump power, n T R versus k f lXp e for unstable wave numbers, kA D e=0.06667, 
0.1, 0.15, are plotted. A large reduction in threshold pump power occurs for the 
value of pump v/ave number k which satisfies the perfect phase matching condition, 
equations (3.1), just as should occur for resonant type instabilities 
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THRESHOLD PUMP POWER SUPPRESSION DUE TO 
FINITE k 0 ELECTRON PLASMA WAVE PUMP 

Pump Wave Number 
ko xDe 

Unstable Ion 
Wave Number 

k xDe 

2 
n T 0 Calculated 
™ Using 
Eq (3.19) 

n T R From 
Solution To 
Eq (3.15) 

0.0 0.15 3.38-I0~ 2 3.4-10" 2 

0.04 0.15 2.74-10" 2 2.7-10" 2 

0.042 0.15 2.75-10" 2 2.7.10" 2 

0.13 0.15 0.138 0.14 

0.20 0.15 8.07-10" 2 

Using 
Eq (3.33) 

0.08 

0.113 0.15 0.206-10' 2 0.22-10" 2 

w h e r e komax = 0.113 

0.06 0.06667 3.0-10" 4 2.4-10" 4 

where k n , , v o max = 0.06667 
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Table 3-1 
2 

This table gives a comparison of the threshold pump power, n T k , obtained 

using the approximate analytical solution eq. (3.19) or (3.33) and the computer 

solution of eq. (3.15), the full dispersion equation. Here 4_=1.585.10 . The 

two solutions vary by at most 6% and 20% for eq. (3.19) and (3.33) respectively. 
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Unstable 
Mode's 

Wave Number 
k*De 

Pump's 
Wave Number 

V u e 

Pump Power 

Calculated* 
Growth Rate 

Y CAt/V 

Computer 
Solution 

of Eq (3.15) 
""iHSREl/'pe 

Unstable 
Mode's 

Wave Number 
k*De 

Pump's 
Wave Number 

V u e 

e 
2 

Calculated* 
Growth Rate 

Y CAt/V 

Computer 
Solution 

of Eq (3.15) 
""iHSREl/'pe 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.15 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.042 

0.042 

0.042 

0.042 

0.1 

0.2 

0.42 

0.1 

0.2 

0.4 

0.55 

0.021 

0.033 

O.uEl to 
0.025 

0.024 

0.037 

0.056 to 
0.021 

0.065 

0.018 

0.024 

0.035 

0.017 

0.025 

0.032 

0.040 

*Using eq (3.21) and (3.22) when there are two values . 
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Table 3-II 

A comparison of the approximate analytical results using eqs. (3.21) and 
(3.22) and the computer solution of the full dispersion relation, en,. (3.15), are 
given. The results are always with a factor of 1.75 or less of each other. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Mode Coupling of Finite Amplitude Electron 

Plasma Waves 
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A- -INTRODUCTION. 
One of the important topics ot twcern for laser fusion is the interaction of 

electromagnetic radiation with a plasma, specifically the process by which the laser 
energy can be fed into the plasma and can cause heating of the plasma particles. This 
involves the transfer of energy from electromagnetic energy to plasma thermal energy. 
For collisionless plasmas the energy flow proceeds as follows. First by means of the 
parametric instabilities the laser drives long wavelength standing electron plasma 

waves and ion waves. The electron waves have phase velocites much larger than the 
2 E 2 

paricles1 Uiermal velocity. For very large field strengths (n - «-pj—f -'!) electrons 
oK e 

are trapped by the unstable waves and heated strongly. It has been shown that the 
trapping mechanism explains the unstable wave saturation and the anomalous particle 

2 3 9 
heating for n>l. ' For small field strengths, n< 0.5 such that no trapping occurs 

Katz, et. al. showed that the anomalous heating mec. anism is diffusion in velocity 
space due to the broad spectrum of plasma waves caused by mode coupling. In addition 
short wavelength (low phase velocity) electron plasma oscillations, excited by mode 
coupling, heat the plasma particles by Landau damping. The detailed mechanism of this 
mode coupling is not understood. Here we study a simple case to clarify the mode 
coupling processes of such long wavelength, weak (n « 1 ) electron plasma waves. 

4 
In this investigation, a one dimensional, cloud-in-cell plasma simulation code 

wis used. Initially, electrostatic plasma waves were excited at wave numbers corres
ponding to those which result from the parametric.decay of laser light. Instead of 

2 • 3 
the expected exponential growth, t growth of specific ion .waves and t growth of 
electron modes near the initially perturbed pump waves in k-space was observed. This 
growth occurred faster than that predicted for parametric excitation. These results 
led us to the direct driving model for finite wave number mode coupling which is ex
plained and justified in Section B. In Section C. the computer calculations are 
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presented. They are shown to agree nith the theoretical predictions obtained in part B. 

In Section D. we summarize the results and argue that these processes occuring for a 

system with only a few resonant modes can be expanded to the case in which many modes 

are present. Therefore, these results imply that this sort of two step direct driving 

is the dominant mode coupling mechanism leading to the tucbulent spectrum obtained in 
c o 

simulation codes as well as in numerical solutions to the model equations. 
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6. COUPLED MODE EQUATIONS AND DIRECT J£IVIN§ 

The time evolution of the resonant modes in an unequal temperature, two species 
plasma in one dimension can be described by the coupled mode equations. These are 
derived from the two species fluid equations by separating them into low and high fre
quency contributions (where low frequency implies frequencies £ the ion acoustic fre
quencies and high frequencies are those % the electron plasma frequency) and keeping 
terms up to second order in all the field components, so that any of these could act 

5 as pump. They are the following, ignoring damping: 

a 2 n (k) o n. (k) . ~ « 

J. ^ + « k 2 - f --ssrh- y k W k - ^ 
K' 

at 2 V V k •-£'% l\_v« .(k', 
o 

k' 

where n^(k) = k component of ion density f luctuat io 

n Q = the background density 

E f c = k component of the high frequency f ie lds 

M. = ion mass 

SV = ion acoustic frequency for k mode 
th <o |= electron plasma wave (Bohm-Gross) frequency for k mode, eq.tl.l) 

Notice the right hand side of.equation f4.1) is the force term due \o the high frequency 
electric field pressure gradient ~%f~ ' • T n e right hand of equation (4.2) is a 
high frequency force term due to the charge fluctuations caused by a high frequency 
pump wave oscillating in the presence of a low frequency density inhomogeneity, setup 
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by an ion wave. 

These equations are quite unmanageable algebraically without making some approx-
imations. They have been solved by computer for a finite set of wavenumbers. ' The 
results were found to reproduce the simualtion results for both mode growth and mode 
spectrum. However, the physical mechanism of the mode coupling was not clarified by 
these solutions. 

A resonance approximation can applied to equations (4.1) and (4.2). One then 
obtains a dispersion relation for these waves which can be solved to obtain the un
stable modes (i.e. those with Im >0). This was done by K. Nishikawa and others (see 
Introduction, Chapter III) for an infinite wavelength pump and by the author allowing 
for a finite pump wavelength. In this approximation the ion and electron modes 
necessarily exponentiate simultaneously with growth rater given by the imaginary part 
of the frequency solution. Nishikawa's results are well-known. He finds for pump 
wave number k =0 two unstable branches depending upon the relative magnitude of the 
pump frequency compared with the resonant frequency of the high frequency mode. 

Here we are primarily interested in the so called oscillating two stream branch 
where o.. < u , . For electron plasma waves it is this branch which excites mftdes with pump ""ek r 

wave numbers higher than the pump's. Thus the pump's energy is fed toward lower phase 
velocity waves which can be Landau damped heating the particles. Nishikawa derives 
the following expression for the growth rate of the fastest growing mode, well above 
threshold assuming the pump wavenumber k =0 as is done throughout this paper: 

H e k'x D e 
2. 2 2\ 1/3 

Pe \*T -r—> ( ' - 3 ) 

K T 1/2 
where x D E = 4nne 2 

< iBoltzmann Constant 
Te Electron temperature 
M = electron Mass e 
n s plasma density 
n 2 s(E £) 2/(8^n<T e) 
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A computer solution of the general dispeision relation, including the possiblity of 
spatially inhomogenous pump waves, reveals that tho growth rates for the oscillating 
two stream branch depend only weakly on the pump wavenuinber, k . For a typical pump 
power (n „ =0.1), Figure 4-1 shows growth rate of a particular electron plasma wave 
k\ = .08 versus k X„ . The growth rate remains nearly constant for pump wavenumbors of Lie o DQ 
interest (not strongly Landau damped). Thus Nishikawa's expression for y /u of 
(4.31 can be used to obtain a characteristic time for mode growth due to finite wave 
number pumping fields. This will be compared with the characteristic time for a similar 
growth due to the other possible mode coupling process proposed here, namely two step 
direct driving. 

This direct driving mode coupling process can be understood by considering the 
coupled mode equations one at a time as harmonic oscillator equations directly driven 
near their resonant frequencies. We were led to this type of analysis by the behavior 
of the growing modes in our simulation calculations, as shall be described in detail 
in Section C. Analogous to initial conditions of the simulation calculations, assume 
a simple system in which only a few finite amplitude electron plasma oscillations are 

initially excited. The growth of the ion and electron modes is thought of as occuring 
one after the other Instead of simultaneously. 

Analytically one has an initially excited, standing electron plasma wave at Ik , 

"ek ) c a^ l e d t n e P u mP-

rpump 
E p u m p = ^ s i n ^ c o s ( U e k t) (4.4) 

O ' 0 
All the other modes in the system are small in comparision to the pump and will be ig
nored. Equation (4.1) then yields a driven harmonic oscillator equation in which the 
driver term has a wavenumber equal to +_(2k ) and frequencies ± 2 U _ k and 0. The high 

o 
frequency terms are ignored because the ions cannot react on that fast time scale. The 
zero frequency contribution is near the resonant frequency of the ion waves. It can, 
therefore, strongly drive ion waves at +2k . If more than one pump mode in k-space were 
initially excited, ion waves at all possible s nn: and differences of the pump wavenumbers 
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wuuld tic- directly driyen in this way. Solying equation (4.1) using equations (4.4) 
•ind the initial conditions that at t=0 n.(k)=0 and -"i-^l =0 . One obtains 

V^V = --S (l-cos n 2 k t) (4.5) 
no ° 

The directly driven solution is weakly dependent on the initial conditions as 
contrasted with the resonant instability analysis where n j=n^(t=0) x exp(yt). The 
solution eq. (4.5) is valid for times short compared with the damping time of the high fre
quency pump and with the growth time of the other high frequency modes. This condition 
is easily satisfied as the simulations will demonstrate. Equation (4.5) can be expand-

/ M 0/2 ed for n». t « l , I.e., u n o t « / "l \ | 1 1 * 5 0 

for our simulations examples to yield 
n,.(2k 0)/n o=n 2

k/ 2 | ( 0 t 2/4 (4.6) 
Next in the environment of the orginally excited electron plasma oscillations 

and the driven ion oscillations, there is a nonzero, high frequency driving term on 
the right hand side of equation (4.2). With one_ standing electron plasma wave (k , 
u e k ) and the driven ion wave at +2k , the high frequency equation is driven only 
at k=*k . This gives no mode coupling of the high frequency modes but just coupling 
back to the original pump. If more than one high frequency mode were initially pumped, 
mode coupling among the high frequency modes is obtained. ( More than one pump 
wave models the situation of interest since the parametric instability excites wave 
in a region of wavenumber space broader than the simualtion mode spacing.akx. = 0.0123 
or less). xhis behavior is observed in the simulations. Assuming two or more 
different wave number pump waves, the right hand side of equation (4.2) is non-zero 
at some wave numbers not equal to those initially present. 

We take, f o r exampl^the simplest case in which just two high frequency standing 
electron plasma modes at (±k0.u>ek and [+(k0+4),u> fc+6 J are the pump waves. These 
non resonantly drive ion acoustic waves at wavenumbers £ 5 , + 2k , + (2k + ^ , and 
+(2k 0+2<). The forcing tern 1n equation (4.2) can be non-zero for k-+ (kQ-{ ) and 
+(k + 2 ^ as well as for the uninteresting cases of k=+k and i(k +6). These non-zero 
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terms are just those corresponding to the possible wave number matching condiLions. 
(Also modes at +3k , etc. are driven. These can be important if the pump waves have 
small wavenuinbers so that 3fc \. is in the range of wavenumber space not stronyly 
Landau damped.) Assuming only the above mentioned modes are present because others 
have not yet grown to significant levels, the"early-in-time" growth of these high 
frequency modes can be approximated. At early times the right hand side of equation 
(4.2) is proportional to t cos (oi . t) because n.l?k j at . Separating E. into two 
parts, one varying as expH-iu . tl and the other varying on a much slower time scale 

E k (l) = ck(4 eMUe]A + c-c> 

where c k . n e k K-
(4.7) 

and substituting into equation (4.2), one obtains to lowest order in -" that 
Ek 

Likewise for k= (v). 
In Section C it will be shown that the simulation results verify the dominance 

of this two step, non-resonant in frequency, direct driving model for the mode coupling 
of finite amplitude electron plasma waves. An anlysis of the time scales involved also 
demonstrates this point. It is well known that for infinitesimal pump powers the res
onant solutions, basea on expansions in n„,,_„ =_ "u,." • , must dominate. However, for 

p u m p / h n K T 
the unstable waves resulting for laser plasma interactions, the pump power is not infin
itesimal but finite with nf,,.. - 0.1. Comparing the time necessary for the growing 
modes to become significant for the different processes, inequalities, which specify 
whether non-resonant direct driving or resonant exponentiation dominates, are derived. 
These involve the ratio between the Initial amplitudes of the pump and growing modes 
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.is well as the pump wave number. 
n (t=o) 

Define ™ as the time such that n k (̂  = --P—EE for the fastest growina 
mode. Let N =-nc'- Assume the two pump waves initially have equal amplitudes r\ (°) 

0 " pump, 
= "punit0' = nD mD a n d w a v e n u i n b e r s ^ Q * n e- W e t n e n obtain a characteristic time 
for resonant mode growth 

u T - •- In /"pump ) (4.9) 
V * Res Y I 3 N 0 J * 

where Y is the growth rate for parametric instabilities, and 

JymJ HZ' 
pe -i-DD 

8 
n„„„,„ n. " " ' , Z W 4.10) 
'pump, pump, 

which is the characteristic time for the direct driving process. From eq. (4.9) we 
see that for resonant growth J, R e s is a function of the initial level of t!.. mode N Q 

(even though a rather weak function). For direct driving creates the initial level 
which was assumed tp be zero, has essentially no effect on the mode growth because of 
direct driving creates as well as amplifies the waves. Eq. (4.10) yields the fact 
that Tjjp. depends on the presence of two pump waves as well as on on the finite wave 
number of the pumps. As' the pump wave number approaches zero, k *0,£ nn*" - ^a^ 1 S* 
this direct driving process cannot occur for spatially homogeneous pump waves. The 
ion waves would not be directly driven at certain wavenumbers by a pump with infinite 

q wavelength. Without these ion waves, the rapid coupling of the high frequency modes 
could not occur. In all of the above analysis, pump depletion is agnored ind the sol
utions describe only the early in time evolution of the system. 

The condition for the non .esonant direct-driving processes to dominate over 
resonant processes is just 

Z Res^DO 
or using equations (4.9) and (4.10) 

21 ]/3 
1) 

Using equation (4.3) for y» the maximum growth rate well above threshold for the os
cillating two stream instability, and using kx- =0.15 which is a maximum e-.timate for 
the wavenumber at which the maximum Y occurs, equation (4.11) results in 

/ "pump \ I" /m-. v 21 1 / 3 

Y<1„ ^3N„ j|V8 ^ (, p u m p V n e ) J (4.11) 
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ko H e > 0 

ZM„e 

•3/ [ 1 n ^ 3 N o ) 
i3/2 
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(4.K) 

^Wr-^pl 3/2 (4.13) 

For the case in which initially the pump waves are about two orders of magnitude 
greater than the background fields i.e., 3EUI11'' = 10 we find 

k o A D e > 0 - 2 k h e < 4 - 1 4 > 
Or taking k QXp e as given one obtains that when ^-0>-Oe> 0.1 , non resonant processes lead 
to faster mode growth than resonant ones unless the initial level of the background 
fields, N > 3 Q ^ • Thus, in typical parametric decay cases, non-resonant processes 
will dominate the mode coupling of the electron plasma waves once the fastest growing 
modes have been driven by incident electromagnetic radiation. This is a very inter
esting result in that the dominance of a non-resonant process over a resonant one is 
only a very weak function of the level of the fields, depending specifically on the 
logarithm of the relative field amplitudes. The more important parameter is found to 
be the wavenumber of the pump, k . However, at least two pump waves are required for 
this non-resonant process to occur. 
C. SIMULATION CALCULATIONS OF THE MODE COUPLING 

Computer simulation calculations confirm the results predicted above concerning 
the physical mechanism of the mode coupling of finite amplitude electron plasma waves. 

4 
A one-dimensional, electrostatic, cloud-in-cell simulation code in which a large num
ber of electrons and ions are allowed to evolve in time in their self-consistent fields 
was used. Typically 16,000 to 32,000 electrons and ions were followed in a system with 
a spatial periodicity of 512 electron Debye lengths p n„\- The temperature ratio was 

Te me V '„ 
normally set to =- =30 and the mass ratio to sj- =Tgg-- n'ir technique was to excite 
one or more standing long wavelength electron p.asma modes such as are produced by the 
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parametric decay of an electromagnetic wave. This excitation was achieved by simply 

imposing a sinusodial pertubation on the initial electron postions (. and velocities 

if travelling waves are desired) at specific wavelengths. 

The necessity of more than one high frequency pump wave to obtain electron 

plasma wave mode coupling was immediately obvious from the simulation calculations 
/ 2 Z \ 1/2 

as Figures 4-2 and 4-3 demonstrate. These plot relative mode amplitude)^ +n_i, ] 
vs. kx_ at different points in time. For only one pump wave (Figure 4-2) essentially 
no mode coupling was seen. In Figure 4-2 the harmonics of the pump are immediately 
excited because they are part of the nonlinearities of the pump. However, the first 
harmonic at ( + 2 k , 2<u . | is far off resonant and does not grow. The third harmonic 
does grow due to direct driving by the pump and the driven ion wave as predicted above. 
Figure 4-3 covers the same time interval as Figure 4-2 for a simulation in which two 
standfng electron plasma waves with different wavelengths act as the pumps. Here the 
mode spectrum changes significantly evolving to a generally turbulent state by» t : 
(28)x('2t). 

We use this typical simulation to illustrate other aspects of the computer cal
culations which confirm the direct dirving picture. Here the 9th and 11th modes of 
the system (corresponding to M D , = frr x {mode #) =0.1107 and 0.135 since the period
icity length is 512 A J are initially excited to a level n. = 0.3 for which 

/ O / . 
no particle trapping in the wave occurs. In times very short [tv ei<30| we 
have seen that these modes undergo significant mode coupling. According to the non-
resonant, direct driving picture ion wave at mode numbers 18, 20, 22, and 2 should be 

2 strongly ti'iven and grow initially as t . This is observed. The time evolution of 
the 1 7 t h , 18 ,19 t h, and 2 0 t h ion modes given in Figure 4-4 clearly show t 2 growth 
on the log-log graph. The direct driving analysis predicts that next high frequency 
electron plasma waves should be driven at wavenumbers k - 6 and k +2 a for pumps at 
k and k n + £. These modes correspond to numbers 7 and 13. They should grow in time 

3 as t . This is clearly shown in Figure 4-5 which is the time history of the relative 
amplitude.of the 7 and 13 modes. Thus the non-resonant direct driving model of 
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the mode coupling agrees with the simulation results. In addition no exponential 
mode growth as predicted by the resonant parametric instability analysis was observed, 
substantiating again the direct driving model for the mode coupling occuring here. 

Figures 4-6 and 4-7 are another set of I", vs v t and n-(k) vs v t time 
histories for a similar siinualtion as Figure 4-3 with mass ratio «- = jogs' The higher 

l%\ 1/'3 i 3 2 
mass ratio slows down the mode coupling aIsp] . For that reason the t and t 
growth are even more striking. Log-linear graphs are also included for completeness. 
They illustrate the obvious lack of exponential growth which would indicate mode coup
ling due to instabilities. Finally another set of|n, time histories is given i Fig
ure 4-8. These correspond to a simulation in which electron plasma waves oscillating 
at the 3 and 4 ' modes of a system with spatial periodicity 1024 >.pg acted as the 
pump waves. Thus k x n =0.019, 0.025 and ne7 *. =1.41. (Tiiese waves 

#3,#4 * 
have very high phase velocities so that trapping effects do not dominate even for this 
high value of \^i According to our simple theory, for pump wavenumbers in this range 
direct driving and resonant exponentiation should occur on similar time scales. This 

3 is substantiated by the simulation results in which t growth of the directly driven 
modes is easily seen. In addition exponential growth occurs for those modes which are not 
directly driven. See Figure 4-8. The growth rate agrees with the predicted values for 
parametric decay (oscillating two stream branch). Both of these mode coupling processes 
take place on comparable time scales. 
D. SUMMARY 

In conclusion, we have investigated the mode coupling mechanisms occurring among 
a small number of long wavelength electron plasma oscillations in an unequal temper
ature plasma. The coupled mode equations, eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) derived in Chapter II, 
result in two types of behavior, 1) the well-known linear instability, the parametric 

1 9 
excitation of coupled waves' and 2) a two-step, off resonant direct driving process . 

We-have shown using theory and simulation calculations that the latter mechanism. 
dominates the mode coupling process for finite amplituoe standing electron plasma waves 
such as result from parametric instabilities and with powers such that no particle 
trapping in the wave occurs. This mechanism proceeds as follows. First, standing 
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finite jiplil.udo i-li-f.tr on pl.i-.r.i nodes din-dly drive st.indin -'on acoustic waves 

.it half each eli-cLron mode wavelength. Then the electron mudes eouple with the ion 

waves to drive other electron plasma waves directly. This proce-s very rapidly results 

in a turbulent spectrum of electron nodes as seen in figure 4-3. 

A comparison of the characteristic times for node growth due to each of these 
mechanisms was also made to substantiate the dominance of the direct driving process 
for energy transfer anomj modes. This analysis yielded the fact tha direct driving 
should dominate the resonant processes such as the parametric instabr ities for fin
ite amplitude electron plasma waves with wave numbers k *- >0.03{1.e. eq. (4.15)) 
assuming that the waves amplitude is two orders of magnitude (or more) above back
ground levels and the fastest growing mode has wave number k x - ^ 0.15. Since elec
tron modes with wave numbers typically kx. <\/).l are driven unstable in the parametric 
decay of electromagnetic waves, these results suggest that this two-step process is 
the dominate mode coupling process. These results were obtained for the simple case 
of only a few pump modes, however, they are not limited to this case. Carrying thru 
the analysis for a large number of pump modes is impratical because of the huge num
ber of terms involved, nevertheless, coupling would occur. Indeed we feel that it 
is this process which dominates the mode coupling as soon as finite wavelength stand
ing electron plasma waves have grown to sufficient levels. Thus we have shown that al
though the parametric instabilites drive the unstable electron plasma waves to large 
amplitude, the subsequent formation of the broad band turbulence seen in simulation 
and experiments can be attributed to direct driving at least equally as well as to the 
initial instability. He wish to emphasize that in such a system with finite 
(not infinitely small) amplitude waves interacting the possiblity of processes other 
than linear instabilities should be carefully considered. 
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Figure 4-1 

Plotted here are the real and imaginary frequency solution of the general 
dispersion equation, eq. (3.15), versus the pump nave number I O n p for a particular 
electron plasma wave number, k w Using the notation of Cfvoter III L / W , , ' 
Here the growth rates for both k w are shown on a logarithmic axes by changing 
the sign of the wave number. 

epu De 
b) k X. =-0.08 epu De 

The other parameters, held constant throughout are n numo^"^' ̂ e/T =30.0, a n <' 
e/M-=10" . The pump wave obeys the dispersion relation m - u . of an electron 
plasma wave given in eq. (1.1). For simplicity only the unstable solutions are 

plotted here. There are, of course, four complete sets of solutions to eq. (3.15). 
[This figure can be compared with Fioure 3-9C) which plots u/u> vs kx _ for a qiven 

pe pe 
unstable low frequency wave at k*D =0.1. In that figure k = k+k and therefore 
k shifts with k .] The value of the growth rate :1m. predicted by eq. (4.3) 
y is indicated. 
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Fiqive 4-2 
7 V 2\ "V 

Relative mode amplitudes, [nb + n k J X . versus k>j, at different times .ire 
shown. In these graphs mode #9 is initially excited to a level such that no particles 
are trapped in the wave. kX.. = fyo x (mode number). c/Tj-30, "V/M, 10" . 

a) v t=4 
pe 

b) v t=28 
pe where v = 2» m _ pe pe 

All modes in the system are plotted. In 28 plasma periods the pump wave is still 

more than an order of magnitude above all the other modes. 
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fiyure 4-3 

Relative mode amplitude versus kx_ at different times. The naraneters of 
this run were the same as in Figure 4-2 except tlwt !ioth nodes *9 and *11 were in
itially perturbed. 

a) v p ct=4 

b) v p et-16 
C ) " n , . ^ 8 

pe 
Strong node coupling is seen to have flatted the spectrum in 28 plasma periods. 
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Figure 4-4 

The ion density fluctuations for specific mode numbers versus time from 
the simulation of Figure 4-3. Initially electron modes number 9 and 11 of the 

2 
system were excited. Ion modes #18 and #20 are seen to grow in time as t . 
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JFiqure 4-5 
The normalized high frequency mode amplitude =jn ^ + n_^ I 

1/2 
versus time 

shows the mode growth of modes a} §7 and b) #13 for the simulation of Figure 4-3. 
The initial amplitude of the pump wave is indicated for reference. Both modes 

3 are seen to grow two orders of magnitude as t . 
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Figure 4-6 

n wave time plots for a simulation calculation with modes #9 and #11 initially 
excited and Je/Ti =30, Mf/m e=1000, klQe= ||g- (mode #) Graphs a) and b) show the t 3 

growth of the fastest growing mode #7. Part b) has a linear scale in time to show 
the lack of exponential growth. Part C) shows the n wave time plot of the pump wave 
at mode #9 illustrating the validity of neglecting pump depletion. 
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Figure 4-7 

ion density fluctuation histories showing t growth of certain modes (i.e. 
#2, #78, #20, #22)for a simulation with parameters as in Figure 4-6. 

a) Ion Modes #1, 2, 3, 4 are shown. 
b) Ion Modes #17, 18, 19, 20 are shown. 
c) Same as b) except linear axis in time. 
d) Ion modes #21, 22, 23, 24 are shown. 

The growing modes are exactly as predicted. 
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Figure 4-8 
These time histories were generated by our 1-D simulation code with para

meters Mi/m =100, Te/T.=30, kXQ^(yjjfy) (mode #). Modes #3 and 4 were excited at 
t=0. 

a) The "pump" wave amplitude at mode #3 |n (#3}J versus v t is plotted. 
b) Log-log plot of /n(#5)/vs. v t shows t growth. 
c) This is the same as b) | n(#5)l vs. v t on linear-log axes. No 

exponential growth is seen. 
d) In (#6)1 vs. v t shows exponential growth with Y*0.1 7 V 

For this case eq. (4.3) predicts y= 0.19 v . The finite k solu
tion gives y = 0.13 v . 

e) In (#11) / vs. v t illustrates that as predicted by theory mode 
3 #11 grows as t due to a pump at #3 beating with the driven ion wave 

at #8. 
f) Linear-log version of e). 
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Appendix 

Plasma Simulation Using Digital Computers; 
Treating Specifically a One-Dimensional, Electrostatic Code CYCLOPS 

A. Introduction 
Plasma simulation using digital computers has become a widely u s e d t 0°l f ° r plasma 

physicists confronted with the necessity of going beyond the linearized solutions of 
plasma problems. The advancements both in speed and capacity of available computers 
is, of course, an important factor leading to t'ie rapid growth of plasma simulation. 
In general the plasma simulation code follows a large number of charged "super" parti
cles in their own self fields as well as any applied fields. The system evolves in time 
and space according to the known physical laws (i.e. the equation of motion, Maxwell's 
equations). This is achieved by merely stepping through the time dependent equations 
with a small time step retaining the self-consistency at each cycle. 

Plasma simulations are very useful because of the simplicity of their general 
organization (just stepping through the force and field equations). Also becuase at 
each step all the information describing the system is known, unlimited diagnostics can 
be performed, leading hopefully to better physical Insight. In this appendix the gen
eral ti chnique of plasma simulation will be illustrated by briefly describing the work
ings of the simplest type of simulation code, namely, a one-dimensional electrostatic 
code. The code used for the calculations reported in Chapter IV will be used as our 
example. In addition quiet start loading of phase space and its drawbacks which were 
encountered in this study will be described. Finally some advantages and disadvantages 
of this important method of plasma research will be given. 
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B. General Operation 
As has boon discussed l.i this thesis the one-dimensional, electrostatic plasma 

model representing a highly simplified system iloes apply to some important problems of 
plasma physics. One-dimensional, electrostatic plasma simulation codes have boon used 
to study these and many others. Simulation codes follow a large number of charged 
particles representing electrons and ions In time and space as they are acted upon and 
respond to applied external fields as well as their own self fields. 

As an example we consider the code used for this work, named CYCLOPS, It con
sists of a one-dimensional system of some specific length. Periodic boundary conditions 
are applied modelling one period of an infinitely repeating system. For computational 
simplicity, this system is divided into cells of length M, which must be shorter than 
the shortest half wave length of interest, i.e. .".x <x/2 or k».x <». A large number 
of particles representing electrons and ions are initialized in the system at spec'fic 
petitions and velocities according to some sort of loading scheme. The self fields due 
to this configuration of charged particles is calculated. From this point the main 
time loop proceeds. 
1. Main Loop 

In the main loop of the program the system is evolved forward in time self-con-
sistently in small steps (shorter than the sh rtest time scale of interest) in the follow
ing manner. See Figure A-l. First the routine "OUTPUT" is called. This routine takes 
care of the diagnostics requested. The other routines also perform calculations for the 
diagnostics. Next the particle velocities and positions are incrimented foward in time 
in routine KOVER. The fields at each particle position to be used for the acceleration 
are evaluated from the fields at the grid points with a linear weighting scheme, C. I. C. 
Then these fields at the particles are employed in a finite difference approximation to 
the equation of motion to calculate the new velocities and positions. In CYCLOPS the 
"leap frog" scheme (eq. (A.l )) is used. Finally again with a linear weighting scheme 
the new particle positions are used to obtain a charge density, p , at each grid point. In 
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routine I Fl D J finite diff'-ionce approximation to the equation 

V- E = 4up (A.2) 

calculates the "new" plasma self field. From here the process begins again. This is 
illustrated in Figure A-l • The loop is repeated for as many cycles as are desired. Com
plex Foriner transformations of the electric field are performed in EFLD for diagnostic 
purposes and for purposes of smoothing in wave number space. The smoothing function 
used is a step function which zeros the k=0 mode as well as all modes above NMODE, 
an input parameter. All other modes are unchanged. The specific equations used for 
each step in CYCLOPS are given in Figure A-l. The weighting scheme which, is used has 

been shown to be useful in cutting down the non-physical fluctuations due to the dis-
2 4 

Crete system. 
In addition to.the main time loop, a useful simulation code must also consist of 

two other elements, a method of initializing the particle positions and velocities in 
a useful configuration and diagnostic routines which evaluate and "output" the simula
tion results in an understandable and useable format. 
2. Phase Space Initialization 

The loading scheme used to obtain initially a uniform distribution of particles 
in space and a Haxwellian velocity distribution were the quiet start method and the 
random loading method. For the quiet start each particle is loaded uniformly in space 
with a velocity chosen from a finite set of "beam" velocities in such a way to yield 
a particular distribution function, f(v). This is achieved using the cumulative dis
tribution function, F(v), 

F(v) = / * f(v)dv / J f(v) dv (A.4) 

Each "bean" vt!o>_ity is obtained upon dividing the unit interval (0,1) into N b equals 
parts and evaluating the inverse of F (v) for a value of F(v) chosen within each of the 
N b intervals. The distribution of the velocities Is then an approximation to f(v) 
made up of H b "beams" of particles with different locations 1n space but like velocities. 
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Using this method of loading the mode amplitudes up to but not including the N mode 
where N is given by N* f $ gtfferent'blars'^" a r e "on-^i.stent except for round 
off noise. The N mode is very strongly excited. Therefore when using a quiet start 
it is necessary to disallow the charge density of the N mode from producing a potential 
or acceleration since it is a non-physical effect of the loading. This was done by 
zeroing the modes >_ N after the Fourier transformation. However, it was found that 
the mode coupling with this non-physical charge density at mode number N was very strong 
and dominated over physical nonlinearities. This is illustrated in Figure A-2 which 
is a graph of the relative mode amplitudes vs. k\_ at v

D et=4 in a simulation calcula
tion. In this example mode #7 was initially excited. In addition a quiet start load
ing scheme was used. 8,000 electrons and 8,000 ions were loaded into 200 beams in 
velocity space. Thus the 40th mode is strongly excited. Only 39 modes were allowed 
in the Fourier transformation solutions. However, the strong mode coupling of the zero 
order charge density at #40 with the excited mode #7 is strikingly obvious by the high 
level of mode #33. It dominates over any "physically real" nonlinearities of interest. 
To avoid this pitfall the number N can be chosen to be greater than twice the # of modes 
allowed. Then the waves resulting from the coupling of this non-physical mode with the 

modes of the simulation plasma will fall in part of the mode spectrum which has been 
disallowed, avoiding the non-physics. The problem of the "Non Physical Effects of Finite 
Numbers of Particles in Quiet Start Computer Simulations" has been treated in greater de
tail by explicitly deriving the appropriate charge density. See Reference 5. Eventually 
the quiet start plasma undergoes a beaming instability bringing all the mode amplitudes up 
to the random fluctuation level which would have accurred if a random loader were used. 
The statistics in the tail of the distribution function were improved in CYCLOPS by using 
the same number of particles 1n each velocity. For "random loading" each particle is 
assigned a velocity randomly from a Maxwellfan distribution of velocities. In this scheme 
the modes are all equally excited to the random thermal level. 
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3. Diagnostics 
Finally it is the sinwaltion diagnostics which render the computer results 

useful. The most important asset of a simulation calculation is that at each time 
step alj^ the information about the system under consideration is known. Therefore 
snapshots at a given time of the particle densities, the potential, the field, the 
distribution functions, the phase space, the mode amplitudes, etc. can be obtained. 
In addition particular quantities can be saved at each time step to be plotted later 
as a function of time. For example the total energy, particle energy, field energy, 
mode amplitude, and temperatures as a function of time are useful diagnostics. These 
are limited only by computer size and running time requirements. 
C. General Evaluation 

Thus plasma simulation by high speed digital computers is a popular and im-• 
portant tool for plasma physicists. It has the advantage of being very simple and 
straightforward in its general organization. Even so it can treat very complex systems. 
Finally it allows one to perform any number of diagnostics since at each time step all 
the information about the system is known. One is limited only by the computer time 
available. 

Simulation calculations do, make great demands on computer time and space follow
ing the huge number of particles necessary to "realistically" model a system. This es
pecially becomes a problem when 2 and 3-dimensional simulations are undertaken. Also it 
must be remembered that simulation calculations are far from real plasma systems con
taining on the order of ID^-IO5 particles cf. •* 10 or more. In addition, the spatial 
grius as well as the finite size and numbers of particles and finite time steps do affect 
the simulation plasma. All of these 1 initiations must be taken into account when eval
uating computer simulation results. 
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Initialization 

t 
Load (X) and (VDT) 

t 
Accumulate charge density in 
(QE), (qi) using linear weighting 

"lain Tim*]//;/ 
Loop ) \ 

Call EFLD Generate initial field 

Call OUTPUT Diagnostics 

Use (A.l) 
Cal l MOVER (X ( 1 , I C ) , VDT ( 1 , IC)) 

i Use A.3 

Ca l l EFLD 

~1 
Diagnostic work and prints time and energies 

End 
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Figure A-l 
A schematic flow chart of the 1-D plasma simulation code CYCLOPS, shows 

the overall operation of the code. The equations used in the leap frog mover 

are 
v =v , .+ E " t X„„ = X„,.+ v At /« , i 

neu old Neu old new (A. l ) 

The normalization of the posit ions, ve loc i t ies , and accelerations to computer units 

is assumed in eq. ( A . l ) . The calculation of the self f i e l d is made using the f i n i t e 

difference approximations to VE=4TTP (A.2) 

which is V-
E ' k + 1

A

} - E t k ) ~ 0(k) +Q(k+1) (A.3) 
AX species 

where E(K)= e lec t r ica l f i e l d at the k t h g r i d , e / H = 1.0 

Q(k)= charge density at k gr id 

Ax - gr id space 

Again normalization of th is equation is assumed. 
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Fi5u_re_fl-_2 
The relative mode amplitudes vs. kX D show the rapid non physical growth of 

mode #33 due to a coupling of the pump, mode #7, with the charge density inhomogen-
eity at mode #40 due to the guiet start loading. This mode plot corresponds to 
a time t\> =4. Notice mode #33 is more than two orders magnitude higher than the 

"physically real" driven 1st harmonic at mode #14. 


